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entering our sensitive band [85,86] and could not have
formed from an asymptotically spin antialigned binary.
We could exclude those systems if we believe the binary is
not precessing. However, we do not make this assumption
here and instead accept that the models can only extract
limited spin information about a more general, precessing
binary.
We also need to specify the prior ranges for the ampli-

tude and phase error functions δAkðf; ~ϑÞ and δϕkðf; ~ϑÞ, see
Eq. (5). The calibration during the time of observation of
GW150914 is characterized by a 1-σ statistical uncertainty
of no more than 10% in amplitude and 10° in phase [1,47].
We use zero-mean Gaussian priors on the values of the
spline at each node with widths corresponding to the
uncertainties quoted above [48]. Calibration uncertainties
therefore add 10 parameters per instrument to the model
used in the analysis. For validation purposes we also
considered an independent method that assumes frequency-
independent calibration errors [87], and obtained consistent
results.

III. RESULTS

The results of the analysis using binary coalescence
waveforms are posterior PDFs for the parameters describ-
ing the GW signal and the model evidence. A summary is
provided in Table I. For the model evidence, we quote
(the logarithm of) the Bayes factor Bs=n ¼ Z=Zn, which
is the evidence for a coherent signal hypothesis divided
by that for (Gaussian) noise [5]. At the leading order, the
Bayes factor and the optimal SNR ρ ¼ ½

P
khhMk jhMk i%1=2 are

related by lnBs=n ≈ ρ2=2 [88].
Before discussing parameter estimates in detail, we

consider how the inference is affected by the choice of
the compact-binary waveform model. From Table I, we see
that the posterior estimates for each parameter are broadly
consistent across the two models, despite the fact that
they are based on different analytical approaches and that
they include different aspects of BBH spin dynamics. The
models’ logarithms of the Bayes factors, 288.7 & 0.2 and
290.3 & 0.1, are also comparable for both models: the data
do not allow us to conclusively prefer one model over the
other [89]. Therefore, we use both for the Overall column
in Table I. We combine the posterior samples of both
distributions with equal weight, in effect marginalizing
over our choice of waveform model. These averaged results
give our best estimate for the parameters describing
GW150914.
In Table I, we also indicate how sensitive our results are

to our choice of waveform. For each parameter, we give
systematic errors on the boundaries of the 90% credible
intervals due to the uncertainty in the waveform models
considered in the analysis; the quoted values are the 90%
range of a normal distribution estimated from the variance
of results from the different models. (IfXwere an edge of a

credible interval, we quote systematic uncertainty
& 1.64σsys using the estimate σ2sys¼ ½ðXEOBNR−XOverallÞ2þ
ðXIMRPhenom−XOverallÞ2%=2. For parameters with bounded
ranges, like the spins, the normal distributions should
be truncated. However, for transparency, we still quote
the 90% range of the uncut distributions. These numbers
provide estimates of the order of magnitude of the potential
systematic error). Assuming a normally distributed error is
the least constraining choice [90] and gives a conservative
estimate. The uncertainty from waveform modeling is less
significant than the statistical uncertainty; therefore, we are
confident that the results are robust against this potential
systematic error. We consider this point in detail later in the
Letter.
The analysis presented here yields an optimal coherent

SNR of ρ ¼ 25.1þ 1.7
−1.7 . This value is higher than the one

reported by the search [1,3] because it is obtained using a
finer sampling of (a larger) parameter space.
GW150914’s source corresponds to a stellar-mass BBH

with individual source-frame masses msource
1 ¼ 36þ 5

−4M⊙
and msource

2 ¼ 29þ 4
−4M⊙, as shown in Table I and Fig. 1.

The two BHs are nearly equal mass. We bound the mass
ratio to the range 0.66 ≤ q ≤ 1 with 90% probability. For
comparison, the highest observed neutron star mass is
2.01 & 0.04M⊙ [91], and the conservative upper-limit for

FIG. 1. Posterior PDFs for the source-frame component masses
msource

1 and msource
2 . We use the convention that msource

2 ≤ msource
1 ,

which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution.
In the one-dimensional marginalized distributions we show the
Overall (solid black), IMRPhenom (blue), and EOBNR (red)
PDFs; the dashed vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval
for the Overall PDF. The two-dimensional plot shows the
contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a
color-coded PDF.
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The calculation of the final mass also provides an
estimate of the total energy radiated in GWs as
Erad ¼ Msource −Msource

f . GW150914 emitted a total of
Erad ¼ 3.0þ0.5

−0.4M⊙c2 ¼ 5.3þ0.9
−0.8× 1047J in GWs, the major-

ity of which was at frequencies in LIGO’s sensitive band.
These values are fully consistent with those given in the
literature for NR simulations of similar binaries [103,104].
The energetics of a BBH merger can be estimated at the
order of magnitude level using simple Newtonian argu-
ments. The total energy of a binary system at separation r is
given by E≈Mc2 − Gm1m2=ð2rÞ. For an equal-mass
system, and assuming the inspiral phase to end at about
r ≈ 5GM=c2, then around 2%–3% of the initial total energy
of the system is emitted as GWs. Only a fully general
relativistic treatment of the system can accurately describe
the physical process during the final strong-field phase of
the coalescence. This indicates that a comparable amount
of energy is emitted during the merger portion of
GW150914, leading to ≈5% of the total energy emitted.
We further infer the peak GW luminosity achieved

during the merger phase by applying to the posteriors a
separate fit to nonprecessing NR simulations [105]. The
source reached a maximum instantaneous GW luminosity
of 3.5þ0.5

−0.4 × 1056 erg s−1 ¼ 200þ30
−20M⊙c2 s−1. Here, the

uncertainties include an estimate for the systematic error
of the fit as obtained by comparison with a separate set of
precessing NR simulations, in addition to the dominant
statistical contribution. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
the luminosity corroborates this result. For the dominant
mode, the flux can be estimated by ≈c3j _hj2=ð16πGÞ∼
105 erg s−1m−2, where _h is the time derivative of the strain
(cf. Ref. [106], [section 18.6]), and we use a GWamplitude
of jhj ≈ 10−21 at a frequency of 250 Hz [1]. Using the
inferred distance leads to an estimated luminosity of
∼1056 erg s−1. For comparison, the ultraluminous GRB
110918A reached a peak isotropic-equivalent luminosity of
ð4.7% 0.2Þ × 1054 erg s−1 [107].
GW ground-based instruments are all-sky monitors

with no intrinsic spatial resolution capability for transient
signals. A network of instruments is needed to reconstruct
the location of a GW in the sky, via time of arrival, and
amplitude and phase consistency across the network [108].
The observed time delay of GW150914 between the
Livingston and Hanford observatories was 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms.
With only the two LIGO instruments in observational
mode, GW150914’s source location can only be recon-
structed to approximately an annulus set to first approxi-
mation by this time delay [109–111]. Figure 4 shows
the sky map for GW150914: it corresponds to a projected
two-dimensional credible region of 150 deg2 (50% prob-
ability) and 610 deg2 (90% probability). The associated
three-dimensional comoving volume probability region
is ∼10−2Gpc3; for comparison the comoving density of
Milky Way-equivalent galaxies is ∼107Gpc−3. This area of

the sky was targeted by follow-up observations covering
radio, optical, near infrared, x-ray, and gamma-ray wave-
lengths that are discussed in Ref. [112]; searches for
coincident neutrinos are discussed in Ref. [113].
Spins are a fundamental property of BHs. Additionally,

their magnitude and orientation with respect to the orbital
angular momentum carry an imprint of the evolutionary
history of a binary that could help in identifying the
formation channel, such as distinguishing binaries formed
in the field from those produced through captures in dense
stellar environments [97]. The observation of GW150914
allows us for the first time to put direct constraints on BH
spins. The EOBNR and IMRPhenom models yield con-
sistent values for the magnitude of the individual spins,
see Table I. The spin of the primary BH is constrained to
a1 < 0.7(at 90% probability), and strongly disfavors the
primary BH being maximally spinning. The bound on the
secondary BH’s spin is a2 < 0.9 (at 90% probability),
which is consistent with the bound derived from the prior.
Results for precessing spins are derived using the

IMRPhenom model. Spins enter the model through the
two effective spin parameters χeff and χp. The left panel of
Fig. 5 shows that despite the short duration of the signal
in band we meaningfully constrain χeff ¼ −0.07þ0.16

−0.17, see
Table I. The inspiral rate of GW150914 is therefore only
weakly affected by the spins. We cannot, however, extract
additional information on the other spin components
associated with precession effects. The data are uninform-
ative: the posterior PDF on χp (left panel of Fig. 5) is
broadly consistent with the prior, and the distribution of

FIG. 4. An orthographic projection of the PDF for the sky
location of GW150914 given in terms of right ascension α
(measured in hours and labeled around the edge of the figure) and
declination δ (measured in degrees and labeled inside the figure).
The contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions are plotted
over a color-coded PDF. The sky localization forms part of an
annulus, set by the time delay of 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms between the
Livingston and Hanford detectors.
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spins (right panel of Fig. 5) matches our expectations once
the information that jχeff j is small has been included. Two
elements may be responsible for this. If precession occurs,
at most one modulation cycle would be present in the LIGO
sensitivity window. If the source was viewed with J close
to the line of sight (Fig. 2), the amplitude of possible
modulations in the recorded strain is suppressed.
The joint posterior PDFs of the magnitude and orienta-

tion of S1 and S2 are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.
The angle of the spins with respect to L (the tilt angle)
is considered a tracer of BBH formation channels [97].
However, we can place only weak constraints on this
parameter for GW150914: the probabilities that S1and S2
are at an angle between 45° and 135° with respect to the
normal to the orbital plane L are 0.77 and 0.75, respec-
tively. For this specific geometrical configuration the spin
magnitude estimates are a1< 0.8 and a2< 0.8 at 90%
probability.
Some astrophysical formation scenarios favor spins

nearly aligned with the orbital angular momentum, par-
ticularly for the massive progenitors that in these scenarios
produce GW150914 [97,114,115]. To estimate the impact
of this prior hypothesis on our interpretation, we used the
fraction (2.5%) of the spin-aligned result (EOBNR) with
S1;2· L > 0 to revise our expectations. If both spins must
be positively and strictly co-aligned with L, then we can
constrain the two individual spins at 90% probability to be
a1< 0.2and a2< 0.3.
The loss of linear momentum through GWs produces a

recoil of the merger BH with respect to the binary’s original

center of mass [116,117]. The recoil velocity depends on
the spins (magnitude and orientation) of the BHs of the
binary and could be large for spins that are appropriately
misaligned with the orbital angular momentum [118–121].
Unfortunately, the weak constraints on the spins
(magnitude and direction) of GW150914 prevent us from
providing a meaningful limit on the kick velocity of the
resulting BH.

A. A minimal-assumption analysis

In addition to the analysis based on the assumption that
the signal is generated by a binary system, we also consider
a model which is not derived from a particular physical
scenario and makes minimal assumptions about hþ;×.
In this case we compute directly the posterior pð~hj~dÞ by
reconstructing hþ;× using a linear combination of ellipti-
cally polarized sine-Gaussian wavelets whose amplitudes
are assumed to be consistent with a uniform source
distribution [84,122], see Fig. 6. The number of wavelets
in the linear combination is not fixed a priori but is
optimized via Bayesian model selection. This analysis
directly infers the PDF of the GW strain given the data
pð~hj~dÞ.
We can compare the minimal-assumption posterior for

the strain at the two instruments with the results of the
compact binary modeled analysis pð~hð~ϑÞj~dÞ. The wave-
forms are shown in Fig. 6. There is remarkable agreement
between the actual data and the reconstructed waveform
under the two model assumptions. As expected, the

FIG. 5. Left: PDFs (solid black line) for the χp and χeff spin parameters compared to their prior distribution (green line). The dashed
vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval. The one-dimensional plots show probability contours of the prior (green) and marginalized
PDF (black). The two-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a color-coded PDF. Right:
PDFs for the dimensionless component spins cS1=ðGm2

1Þ and cS2=ðGm2
2Þ relative to the normal to the orbital plane L, marginalized

over uncertainties in the azimuthal angles. The bins are constructed linearly in spin magnitude and the cosine of the tilt angles,
cos θLSi ¼ Si · L=ðjSijjLjÞ, where i ¼ f1;2g, and therefore have equal prior probability.
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Bayes’ Theorem
• What we need is a method to update our beliefs 

given new information 

• From product rule comes Bayes’s theorem 

• Together with the axioms gives us an algorithmic 
method for updating our state of knowledge given 
some new information

P (theory|new data) =
P (theory)P (new data|theory)

P (new data)



Parameter Estimation

• We express knowledge about a parameter’s 
value through a probability density function. 

• p(x|I) = probability density of the parameter x 

• Normalised:  

•

Z
p(x|I)dx = 1

P (A < x < B|I) =
Z B

A
p(x|I)dx
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GW noise model
• Simplest noise model makes a few assumptions: 

• zero mean: <ni>=0 

• known variance: <ni2> = Sh(fi)/Δf = σi2 

• Maximum entropy distribution is Gaussian, i.e. 

• Assuming stationarity implies independence in each frequency bin: 

• And independence in each detector: 

• Terminology: the “likelihood” of the noise given σ
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FIG. 1. The left plot shows the strain sensitivity during the first observation run (O1) of the Advanced LIGO detectors and
during the last science run (S6) of the initial LIGO detectors. The O1 strain noise curve is shown for H1 (dark red) and L1
(light red); the two detectors have similar performance. The Advanced LIGO design sensitivity as well as a possible future
upgrade [11] are shown to highlight the discovery potential in the coming years. The right plot shows the single detector
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) under optimal orientation as function of redshift z—for two merging black holes with mass 30M�
each. GW150914 was not optimally orientated and was detected with a single detector SNR of 13 to 20 at z = 0.09; this event
would not have been seen in S6.

of the two LIGO detectors are aligned to maximize the
coincident detection of gravitational-wave signals, con-
strained to the 10ms inter-site propagation time. The
coincidence constraint substantially rejects non-Gaussian
noise and vetoes local transients.

The observed strain amplitude is inversely propor-
tional to the luminosity distance. For small redshifts,
z < 1, the observable volume, and thus the detection
rate, grows as the cube of the detector sensitivity. The
number of detected events is expected to scale with the
product of observing volume and observing time. Be-
tween September 12 and October 20 the H1 and L1 de-
tectors had a duty cycle of 70% and 55%, respectively,
while the observing time in coincidence was 48%. Af-
ter data quality processing [17], 16 days of data were
analyzed around GW150914, resulting in a time-volume
product of 0.1Gpc3yr for binary black hole systems with
masses similar to GW150914 [18].

The Displacement Measurement — The current gener-
ation of advanced detectors uses two pairs of test masses
as coordinate reference points to precisely measure the
distortion of the space-time between them. A pair of in-
put and end test masses is located in each of the two arms
of a Michelson laser interferometer, as shown in Figure 2.
The Advanced LIGO test masses are very pure and ho-
mogeneous fused silica mirrors of 34 cm diameter, 20 cm
thickness and 40 kg mass.

It is critical that the test masses be free from sources of
displacement noise, such as environmental disturbances
from seismic noise, or thermally driven motion. These
noise sources are most relevant at frequencies below
100Hz, while shot noise of the optical readout is dom-
inant at high frequency. Figure 3 shows the measured

displacement noise of Advanced LIGO during the first
observing run, together with the major individual con-
tributions, as discussed below.

To minimize ground vibrations, the test masses are
suspended by multi-stage pendulums [19], thus acting
as free masses well above the pendulum resonance fre-
quency of 0.4Hz. Monolithic fused silica fibers [20] are
incorporated at the bottom stage to minimize suspension
thermal noise [21], which limits the useful frequencies to
10Hz and above. The Advanced LIGO test masses re-
quire about 10 orders of magnitude suppression of ground
motion above 10Hz. The multi-stage pendulum system
attenuates the ground motion by seven orders of magni-
tude. It is mounted on an actively controlled seismic iso-
lation platform which provides three orders of magnitude
of isolation of its own [22, 23]. Moreover, these platforms
are used to reduce the very large displacements produced
by tidal motion and microseismic activity. Tidal forces
can produce displacements up to several 100µm over a
multi-kilometer baseline on time scales of hours. The
dominant microseismic activity is driven by ocean waves.
The resulting ground motion can be as large as several
µm at frequencies around 0.15Hz—even far inland.

The entire test mass assembly including the suspension
system and part of the seismic isolation system resides
inside an ultra-high vacuum system, with pressures typi-
cally below 1µPa over the 10, 000m3 volume, to prevent
acoustic shorting of the seismic isolation systems and to
minimize Rayleigh scattering in the optical readout.

The test masses are also susceptible to changes in the
local gravitational field caused by changing mass distri-
butions in their vicinity. While not limiting presently, at
design sensitivity this time-dependent Newtonian noise

p(ni|�i) =
1p
2⇡�i

exp


� n2

2�2

�

<latexit sha1_base64="TuwlmmgO69tIuGy6DVedjc+eGPA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q9uRxNNJC+Lf3ZVLj6qFU4VvzLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q9uRxNNJC+Lf3ZVLj6qFU4VvzLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n7+ciEijWVQfP07yGy4ONrIW5Jg=">AAACOHicbVBLSwMxGMz6tr6qHr0Ei6AHy24vehGKXjwqWB80dcmm2TaYzcbkW7Gs+8e8ePUvePMi4kXBX2D68OBjIDDMTEhmIi2FBd9/8sbGJyanpmdmS3PzC4tL5eWVU5tmhvEGS2VqziNquRSKN0CA5OfacJpEkp9FVwd9/+yGGytSdQI9zVsJ7SgRC0bBSWH5Qm+qUNwRKzoJDcUW3sMkNpTlQZETe20grxEtim+/wITfakwkj6GJt4dRdVkrXGwQcZQY0elCKyxX/Ko/AP5LghGpoBGOwvIjaacsS7gCJqm1zcDX0MqpAcEkL0oks1xTdkU7PB8UL/CGk9o4To07CvBA/ZGjibW9JHLJhELX/vb64n9eM4N4t5ULpTPgig0fijOJIcX9FXFbGM5A9hyhzAj3Q8y61I0BbuuSqx78LvqXnNaqgV8Njv1KfX80wgxaQ+toEwVoB9XRITpCDcTQA3pB7+jDu/eevVfvbRgd80Z3VtEPeJ9fmzetSA==</latexit>

p({ni}|{�i}) =
Y

i

p(ni|�i) =
Y

i

1p
2⇡�i

exp


� n2

2�2

�

<latexit sha1_base64="nFIyE6pCZ6w8iAVuP5o3hrHt7EM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xJTncP7vQFe7RyJsWlFpZ6qBa8g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xJTncP7vQFe7RyJsWlFpZ6qBa8g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xmHFx2BJmRSb/DCilUDjaG4uyXA=">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</latexit>

p( ~nH , ~nL, ~nV | ~�H , ~�L, ~�V ) = p( ~nH | ~�H)p( ~nL| ~�L)p( ~nV | ~�V )
<latexit sha1_base64="Y24gVQWyN9p0IUSXB0dJHNZi3hg=">AAACfnicbVHLTsJAFJ1WUcQX6tJNA9FAUGyNRjYmRDcsusBECgklZDoMMGH6yMyUhNR+i36Ov+DfOEBDaPUmk5x7zn3MvdcJKOFC138UdWc3t7efPygcHh2fnBbPzi3uhwzhDvKpz3oO5JgSD3cEERT3Aoah61DcdWavS707x4wT33sXiwAPXDjxyJggKCQ1LH4GFXuOUeQNW/FNgswNsuKPFbI5mbhwE5K4Ztq14urzVrVMZnUjmWnJ3JIy/WTFYbGs1/WVaX+BkYBys2TXvgAA7WHx2x75KHSxJxCFnPcNPRCDCDJBEMVxwQ45DiCawQmOVuuLtStJjbSxz+TzhLZiU3HQ5XzhOjLShWLKs9qS/E/rh2LcGETEC0KBPbRuNA6pJnxteQttRBhGgi4kgIgR+UMNTSGDSMiLFeToRnbQv8C6rxt63XiTO3gBa8uDS1ACFWCAJ9AELdAGHYCUnFJTHpRHFajX6q16tw5VlSTnAqRMbfwCMKrFEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="leZAXV8TQEa8j7mGShiUj91sCQo=">AAACfnicbVHLTsJAFJ1WUcRX1aWbBqKBoNgajWxMiG5YdIGJFBJKyHQYYMJ02sxMSQj2L9z7O/4Cf+PwCOHhTSY595z7mHuvH1EipGVNNX1vP3VwmD7KHJ+cnp0bF5euCGOOcB2FNORNHwpMCcN1SSTFzYhjGPgUN/zh+0xvjDAXJGSfchzhdgD7jPQIglJRHeMnynsjjCasU03ulshZITf5miNPkH4AVyFL19l03aTwulZtK7OwkpxNyVmTtvqpih0jZ5WsuZm7wF6CXCXrFb+nlXGtY/x63RDFAWYSUShEy7Yi2Z5ALgmiOMl4scARREPYx5P5+hLzRlFdsxdy9Zg05+xGHAyEGAe+igygHIhtbUb+p7Vi2Su3J4RFscQMLRr1YmrK0JzdwuwSjpGkYwUg4kT90EQDyCGS6mIZNbq9PegucB9LtlWyP9QO3sDC0uAaZEEe2OAFVEAV1EAdIC2lFbUn7VkH+q1+rz8sQnVtmXMFNkwv/wEq2MaX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="leZAXV8TQEa8j7mGShiUj91sCQo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zZbStbQqaIgxqdg+BIa+NAhuaJA=">AAACfnicbVHdTsIwFO6mKOLf1EtvFokGouJmNHJjQvSGi11gIoOEEdKVAg1dt7QdCcE9i6/jK/g2FlgIA0/S5Dvfd356zvEjSoS0rF9N39nN7e3nDwqHR8cnp8bZuSvCmCPcRCENeduHAlPCcFMSSXE74hgGPsUtf/w+11sTzAUJ2aecRrgbwCEjA4KgVFTP+I5K3gSjGevVk7sUOSvkJl8L5AkyDOAqJHWdrOsm5de1ahuZ5ZXkZCVnTdropyr2jKJVsRZmbgM7BUWQWqNn/Hj9EMUBZhJRKETHtiLZnUEuCaI4KXixwBFEYzjEs8X6EvNaUX1zEHL1mDQXbCYOBkJMA19FBlCOxKY2J//TOrEcVLszwqJYYoaWjQYxNWVozm9h9gnHSNKpAhBxon5oohHkEEl1sYIa3d4cdBu4jxXbqtgfVrH2li4hDy7BFSgBG7yAGqiDBmgCpOW0W+1Je9aBfqPf6w/LUF1Lcy5AxvTqHy2Fw4g=</latexit>
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Likelihood function
• For additive noise, di=hi+ni, the mean of the data 

distribution becomes the prediction of the signal 
model for given parameters θ:  <di> = h(fi,θ), whereas 
variance remains the same. 

• If we then observe a specific set of data, we can infer 
the parameters of the signal by calculating the 
posterior probability distribution (PDF): 

• where                                                                                       
is the evidence or marginal likelihood of the model.

p(~✓|~d,~�, HS) =
p(~d|~✓,~�, HS)p(~✓|~�, HS)

p(~d|~�, HS)
<latexit sha1_base64="fXQE0Xxysv6m9WosrtFgFaqJUfs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Rav4voVn6MQyTG/17yEPpB70w4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Rav4voVn6MQyTG/17yEPpB70w4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AS2ivEMqcHgPLGkqpcETaMcH2YQ=">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</latexit>

p(~d|~�, HS) =

Z
d
N~✓p(~d|~✓,�, HS)p(~✓|~�, HS)

<latexit sha1_base64="7DKDnlTuNvjIl7gcaTOLaSou1KY=">AAACUnicbVJbS8MwFD6dt23eqj76EhyCgoxWEH0Rh77sSRTdBewcaZptYemF5FQYs//PH+CLf8UXzdq9uHkg9OO7JDkn9RMpNDrOl1VaWV1b3yhXqptb2zu79t5+W8epYrzFYhmrrk81lyLiLRQoeTdRnIa+5B1/fDfTO29caRFHzzhJeC+kw0gMBKNoqL6tkxPvjbNpkL3nX0+LYUizs2b/6fTaExGS4PW+UHDEkWZkMVDQZ0Uwz80dc2V5375dc+pOXmQZuHNQa9zULxoA8NC3P7wgZmnII2SSav3iOgn2plShYJJnVS/VPKFsTId8mo8kI8eGCsggVmaZJnL2j4+GWk9C3zhDiiO9qM3I/7SXFAdXvamIkhR5xIqDBqkkGJPZfEkgFGcoJwZQpoS5IWEjqihD8wpV07q72OgyaJ/XXafuPpoZ3EJRZTiEIzgBFy6hAU14gBYw+IIfq2xVrE/ru2T+ksJasuaZA/hTpa1f3PO04w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ECRIx9YH+WmymBA++jy00VHxrJM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ECRIx9YH+WmymBA++jy00VHxrJM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PD+lh1ZBPTrQQRGROYO3N1zKVrg=">AAACUnicbVJNT8IwGO7wCxB16tFLIzHBhJDNi15MiF44GYzykTAkXVegoftI+46E4P6fP8ALf8WLlm0XwDdp9uT5aPu+nRsJrsCyVkZhb//g8KhYKh9XTk7PzPOLrgpjSVmHhiKUfZcoJnjAOsBBsH4kGfFdwXru7Hmt9+ZMKh4G77CI2NAnk4CPOSWgqZGpopozZ3TpJZ/p11F84pOk3hq93T46PADsfbxkCkwZkARvBzK6ngXTXO7Ild19R2bValhp4V1g56CK8mqPzC/HC2nsswCoIEoNbCuC4ZJI4FSwpOzEikWEzsiELdORJPhGUx4eh1Iv3UTKbviIr9TCd7XTJzBV29qa/E8bxDB+GC55EMXAApodNI4FhhCv54s9LhkFsdCAUMn1DTGdEkko6Fco69bt7UZ3QfeuYVsN+9WqNp/yIRTRFbpGNWSje9RELdRGHUTRCv0aRaNkfBs/Bf2XZNaCkWcu0UYVKn9gOrPB</latexit>
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What is there to measure?
• Intrinsic Parameters 

• masses 

• spins 

• Extrinsic Parameters 

• Inclination 

• Orientation 

• Polarisation 

• Sky position 

• luminosity distance 

• time

m1

m2

L

S1

S2
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What is there to measure?
•Subtler effects

•NS Equation of state

•tidal deformation

•Deviations from GR

•eccentricity

S2

m1

m2

L

S1



Speed vs complexity

4 SINGER ET AL.

(a) LIGO (b) Virgo

Figure 1. Model detector noise amplitude spectral density curves. The LIGO 2015, 2016, and final design noise curves are shown in the left panel and the Virgo
2016 and final design noise curves in the right panel. The averaged ⇢ = 8 range dR for (1.4,1.4) M� BNS mergers is given for each detector.

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107

Detection Rapid localization Full parameter estimation

� GRB X-ray/optical afterglow Kilonova Radio afterglow �

t � tmerger (s)

Figure 2. Rough timeline of compact binary merger electromagnetic emissions in relation to the timescale of the Advanced LIGO/Virgo analysis described in
this paper. The time axis measures seconds after the merger.

detection pipeline called GSTLAL_INSPIRAL (?) has been
developed. To mimic Advanced LIGO/Virgo observations
as closely as possible, we used GSTLAL_INSPIRAL to ex-
tract simulated detection candidates from our two-month data
streams.

3.1. Template Waveforms
The templates were constructed from a frequency domain,

post-Newtonian model describing the inspiral of two compact
objects, accurate to 3.5 post-Newtonian order in phase and
Newtonian order in amplitude (?).15 These waveforms neglect
spins entirely. This is known to have a minimal impact on de-
tection efficiency for BNS sources with low spins (?). These
waveforms are adequate for recovering the weakly spinning
simulated signals that we placed into the data stream.

3.2. Detection Threshold
In our study, we imposed a single-detector threshold S/N

of 4. A simulated signal is then considered to be detected
by GSTLAL_INSPIRAL if it gives rise to a coincidence with
sufficiently low false alarm probability as estimated from the
S/N and �2 values. We follow the lead of ? in adopting a
false alarm rate (FAR) threshold of FAR  10-2 yr-1. ? claim
that in data of similar quality to previous LIGO/Virgo science
runs, this FAR threshold corresponds to a network S/N thresh-
old of ⇢net � 12. Since our data is Gaussian and perfectly

15 These are in LALSIMULATION as the function
XLALSimInspiralTaylorF2. See acknowledgements and Appendix.

free of glitches, to obtain easily reproducible results we im-
posed a second explicit detection cut of ⇢net � 12. We find that
our joint threshold on FAR and S/N differs negligibly from a
threshold on S/N alone. Because any given simulated signal
will cause multiple coincidences at slightly different masses
and arrival times, for each simulated signal we keep only the
matching candidate with the lowest S/N.

3.3. Sky Localization and Parameter Estimation
All detection candidates are followed up with rapid

sky localization by BAYESTAR and a subset were fol-
lowed up with full parameter estimation by the LALINFER-
ENCE_MCMC/NEST/BAMBI stochastic samplers. The three
different stochastic samplers all use the same likelihood, but
serve as useful cross-verification. Both BAYESTAR and the
three stochastic samplers are coherent (exploiting the phase
consistency across all detectors) and Bayesian (making use
of both the GW observations and prior distributions over the
source parameters). They differ primarily in their input data.

BAYESTAR’s likelihood function depends on only the in-
formation associated with the triggers comprising a coinci-
dence: the times, phases, and amplitudes on arrival at each
of the detectors. BAYESTAR exploits the leading-order in-
dependence of errors in the extrinsic and intrinsic parame-
ters by holding the masses fixed at the values estimated by
the detection pipeline. Marginalized posterior distributions
for the sky positions of sources are produced by numerically
integrating the posterior in each pixel of the sky map. Be-
cause BAYESTAR’s analysis explores only a small sector of

rapid localization fast, non-spinning

minutes hours days

[ Singer+ 2014 ApJ 795 105 ]
[ Berry+ arXiv:1411.6934 ]
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Figure 6. Localization of a typical circa 2015 GW detection. This is a Mollweide projection in geographic coordinates. Shading is proportional to posterior
probability per deg2. This is a moderately loud event with ⇢net = 15.0, but its 90% confidence area of 630 deg2 is fairly typical, in the 60th percentile of all
detections. The sky map is bimodal with two long, thin islands of probability over the north and southern antenna pattern maxima. Neither mode is strongly
favored over the other. Each island is forked like a snake’s tongue, with one fork corresponding to the binary having face-on inclination (◆ ⇡ 0�) and the other
fork corresponding to face-off (◆⇡ 180�).
This is event ID 18951 from Tables ?? and ?? and the online material (see the Appendix for more details).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

0 1 2 3 4 5⇥10�3

prob. per deg2

Two-detector events involving Virgo (HV and LV) are rare,
accounting for only about 6% of detections. Sky maps for
these events sometimes exhibit multiple fringes spread over
a quadrant of the sky. These are in part due to the increased
importance of phase-on-arrival due to the oblique alignment
of the LIGO and Virgo antenna patterns, which gives the net-
work a limited ability to measure GW polarization. Occasion-
ally there are also diffuse clouds of probability near the partic-
ipating LIGO detector’s two antenna pattern maxima, which
may be a vestige of the antenna pattern. A typical HV event
that exhibits both features is shown in Figure ??.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Caveats

We reiterate that the scenarios we have described make as-
sumptions about the astrophysical rate of BNS mergers and
the Advanced LIGO/Virgo sensitivity as a function of time.
The former is subject to orders of magnitude uncertainty due
to the small sample of known galactic binary pulsars as well
as model dependence in population synthesis (?). The lat-
ter could deviate from ? depending on actual Advanced
LIGO/Virgo commissioning progress. However, the fractions
of events localized within a given area are robust with respect
to both of these effects.

We have dealt only with BNS mergers. NSBH mergers are
also promising sources for closely related GW signals and EM
transients. A similar, comprehensive investigation of GW sky
localization accuracy for NSBH signals is warranted.

In this simulation, we have used ideal Gaussian noise, but

selected a detection threshold that is designed to reproduce
expected performance in detectors with realistically wide tails
due to instrumental and environmental glitches. If Advanced
LIGO’s and Virgo’s improved seismic isolation and control
systems are even more effective at suppressing such glitches
than their initial counterparts were, then the ⇢net threshold for
confident detection would decrease, yielding discoveries ear-
lier but with larger typical sky localization areas.

We remind the reader that the events comprising this study
would be regarded as confident detections, with FAR .
10-2 yr-1, based on GW observations alone. In practice, some
observers may choose to follow up more marginal detection
candidates. For instance, a group with enough resources and
telescope time to follow up one candidate per month might
filter events with FAR  12 yr-1. A high false alarm rate
threshold will admit correspondingly lower ⇢net candidates
with coarser localizations than what we have presented here.

Finally, on a positive note, the number of detections is
expected to increase considerably as commissioning pro-
ceeds toward final design sensitivity. Furthermore, sky lo-
calization will improve radically as the HLV detectors ap-
proach comparable sensitivity. The addition of two more
planned ground-based GW detectors, LIGO–India and KA-
GRA, would likewise increase rates and improve sky local-
izations dramatically (?????).

5.2. Detection Scenarios
From our representative sample of hundreds of early Ad-

vanced LIGO/Virgo events emerge a few common morpholo-

slow,
fully spinning
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Rapid Localisation
• BAYESTAR [Singer+ ApJ 795 
(2014), Singer+ ApJ. L15 829 
2016] algorithm fixes masses to best 
fit template from search - reduces 
parameter space dimension to 
extrinsic 

• Marginalisation over inclination, 
polarisation, phase to localise in area 
and volume using numerical 
integration and lookup tables 

• Rapid identification of EM counterpart!

ADVANCED LIGO/VIRGO VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION AND GALAXY CATALOGS 3

Figure 1. Volume rendering of the 20%, 50%, and 90% credible
levels of a typical two-detector early Advanced LIGO event. The
three planes are perpendicular to the principal components of the
probability distribution. The observer’s position (the Earth) is at the
origin. The green reticle shows the true position of the source. The
compass in the bottom left corner shows the basis vectors of the
equatorial coordinate system.

tions. First, the source may sometimes lie beyond the effec-
tive distance because of measurement noise. Worse, there is
no obvious way to describe the probability enclosed within,
say, the 2D 90% credible region on the sky and the effective
distance; this number is always  90%. Second, notwith-
standing the large fractional distance uncertainty, there is
nontrivial structure to the full 3D reconstructed volumes that
can be exploited to reduce the volume under consideration.

During Advanced LIGO’s first observing run (O1), the net-
work (Abbott et al. 2016e) consisting of LIGO Hanford Ob-
servatory (LHO) and LIGO Livingston Observatory (LLO)
tends to produce probability sky maps consisting of one to
two long, thin sections of a great circle (Kasliwal & Nis-
sanke 2014; Singer et al. 2014). We provide this as an illus-
tration of the main features for a two-detector network. We
assume, as in (Abbott et al. 2016e), a BNS¸ range of 54 Mpc,
though the range during O1 was about 40% better. The cor-
responding 3D geometry is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The de-
generate arcs correspond to either one or two thin, rounded,
slightly oblique petals, about 1�–5� wide, 10�–100� broad,
and 10–100 Mpc deep. The “forked tongue” sky localiza-
tion features due to the degeneracy of the sign of the binary
inclination angle (Singer et al. 2014) are evident as narrow
crevices running along the outside edges of the petals. The
shape irresistibly suggests a tree ear fungus or a seed of the
jacaranda tree.

The O2 configuration (Abbott et al. 2016e), which may

include LHO and LLO with improved sensitivity at a BNS
range of ⇠100 Mpc, as well as Advanced Virgo, leads to
more compact and elaborate combinations of petal-shaped
regions. In the most favorable three-detector cases where the
area on the sky is localized to a single compact region, the
reconstructed volume is a spindle a few degrees in radius and
⇠ 100Mpc long.

3. RAPID VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION

Although the reconstructed regions are highly structured,
the posterior probability distribution along a given line of
sight is simple and generally unimodal; once again, a conse-
quence of the Malmquist bias and the universal distribution
of binary inclination angles.

This intuition leads us to suggest that the conditional dis-
tribution of distance is well fit by an ansatz whose location
parameter µ̂(n), scale �̂(n), and normalization N̂(n) vary
with sky location n:

p(r|n) = N̂(n)p
2⇡�̂(n)

exp

"
� (r � µ̂(n))2

2�̂(n)2

#
r2 (1)

for r � 0.

This form is equivalent to the product of a Gaussian likeli-
hood and a uniform-in-volume prior. We show that this is a
good fit in Section 6 of the Supplement.

The outputs of the LIGO–Virgo localization pipelines are
HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization)
all-sky images whose Npix pixels give the posterior probabil-
ity ⇢i that the source is contained inside pixel i. We add three
additional layers: µ̂i = µ̂(ni), �̂i = �̂(ni), and (for conve-
nience) N̂i = N̂(ni). The first layer, ⇢i, is unchanged and
still represents the 2D probability sky map.

The probability that a source is within pixel i and at a dis-
tance between r and r + dr is ⇢i times Eq. (1):

P (r,ni) dr = ⇢i
N̂ip
2⇡�̂i

exp

"
� (r � µ̂i)

2

2�̂2

i

#
r2 dr. (2)

The sky map is normalized2 such that
N�1X

i=0

⇢i = 1, (3)

so Eq. (2) is also normalized such that
N�1X

i=0

Z 1

0

P (r,ni) dr = 1. (4)

The r2 term is necessary in Eqs. (1, 2) so that the proba-
bility density per unit volume vanishes at the origin. Eq. (2)
should be thought of as the probability distribution in spher-
ical polar coordinates. If, however, one needs to perform a

2 There is no explicit area element because the pixels all have equal area.
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Figure 2. Left panel: marginal posterior probability distribution in the principal planes, as in Fig. 1. The inset shows the marginal distance
posterior distribution integrated over the whole sky (blue) and the conditional distance posterior distribution in the true direction of the source
(green). Right panel: volume rendering of the 90% credible region superimposed over a slice of the galaxy group map of Tully (2015). The
most massive galaxies inside the credible region are highlighted.

calculation in Cartesian coordinates, one converts using vol-
ume element, given by

dV = r2 dr�⌦ =
4⇡

Npix

r2 dr. (5)

The r2 cancels in the resulting probability density per unit
volume:

dP

dV
= ⇢i

Npix

4⇡

N̂ip
2⇡�̂i

exp

"
� (r � µ̂i)

2

2�̂2

i

#
. (6)

Sky maps for compact binary merger candidates are pro-
duced by two codes with complementary sophistication and
speed. The first is BAYESTAR, which rapidly triangulates
matched-filter estimates of the times, amplitudes, and phases
on arrival at the GW sites (Singer & Price 2016). The sec-
ond is LALInference, which stochastically samples from sky
location, distance, and component masses and spins (Veitch
et al. 2015). Both methods directly sample the full 3D pos-
terior probability distribution. The ansatz parameters are ex-
tracted using the method of moments as elaborated upon in
Section 5 of the Supplement.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR EARLY ADVANCED LIGO
AND VIRGO

We use this encoding to demonstrate the utility of the 3D
structure of the GW posteriors. LIGO provided 2D local-
izations during O1 but did not calculate or distribute low-
latency GW distance estimates. (A directional distance es-
timate for GW151226 produced two weeks after the event
(LSC & Virgo 2016; Smartt et al. 2016) did help to rule out

the redshift of a Pan-STARRS optical transient candidate.)
Without a 3D sky map, one could have provided the horizon
distance rH calculated from the detectors’ sensitivity or the
effective distance re↵ based on the signal’s S/N. The new
3D sky maps allow us to find 90% credible volumes that are
2–30 times smaller (10th to 90th percentile) than the volume
within the 2D 90% credible area and the horizon distance, or
1–7 times smaller than the volume within the 2D 90% credi-
ble area and the effective distance.

However, the 3D localizations truly shine when we mini-
mize not the volume, but rather the total exposure time re-
quired to observe every galaxy within the 90% credible vol-
ume to a given flux limit. We neglect intrinsic scatter in ab-
solute magnitude; the resulting conservative figure of merit
allows us to focus on the effect of the distance posterior it-
self.

If BNS mergers have hosts that are similar to SGRBs, then
their local rates are likely traced by a combination of re-
cent star formation (measured by B-band luminosity) and
stellar mass (measured by K-band luminosity; e.g. Leibler
& Berger 2010; Fong et al. 2013). As in Gehrels et al.
(2016), we attempt to mitigate these concerns as the lim-
ited completeness of galaxy catalogs by considering only the
brightest galaxies. If we assume a B-band Schechter func-
tion with ↵ = �1.25, �⇤ = 1.2 ⇥ 10�2 h3 Mpc�3, and
L⇤ = 1.2 ⇥ 1010 h�2 L� (Longair 2008) as a proxy for the
BNS merger rate, then we find that 2.8 ⇥ 10�3 galaxies per
Mpc3 comprise half of the total luminosity (see Fig. 3). The
areal density of galaxies out to a distance r and with a lumi-

p(↵, �, ,�0, ◆, dL|m1,m2,~s1,~s2)
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Full PE

• For full parameter estimation, need to explore 9 (non-spinning), 11 (aligned spin), 15 
(precessing spin) or more (tidal, non-GR) parameters 

• A typical signal can contain ~30-40 bits of information 

• Test 230 points in parameter space to find peak of PDF! 

• Non-linear signal model makes general linear solution impossible 

• Use stochastic sampling techniques to draw samples from the posterior distribution function
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LALInference
• LALInference library developed by LIGO-Virgo 

collaboration [Veitch+ 2015] for stochastic sampling 

• Free software https://git.ligo.org/lscsoft/lalsuite 

• Makes use of state of the art waveforms in 
LALSimulation 

• Reviewed and robust waveforms, likelihoods, priors, 
samplers. 

• Uses MCMC and Nested Sampling for parameter 
estimation & model selection
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo
• MCMC is a technique to draw samples from a target distribution 

p(x|d) (in our case the posterior distribution) sequentially 

• Given a starting point x0, a new sample is drawn from a 
proposal distribution q(x’|x0) which can depend only on the last 
point (forgets its history) 

• It is then accepted with acceptance probability 

• or otherwise the previous value x0 is repeated 

• This is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

↵(x0|x0) = min


1,

p(x0|d)q(x0|x0)

p(x0|d)q(x0|x0)

�
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MCMC
Random walk around parameter space with Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm targeting the 2D mass posterior
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Extensions to MCMC algorithm

• Enhanced algorithms can dramatically improve the 
efficiency by better exploring parameter space 

• A few examples used by LALInference…
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Parallel Tempering
• If posterior is sharply peaked can be difficult to find 

high probability region 

• Anneal the likelihood function 

• Run multiple chains at different temperatures and 
allow jump proposals between them

2 W. D. Vousden, W. M. Farr and I. Mandel

vide an example implementation for the emcee sampler
of Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013).

In §2 we describe the parallel tempering formalism
and lay out the requirements for a good temperature lad-
der. We discuss previous work on temperature selection
and suggest a definition of ladder optimality that, for
simple cases, proposes a geometric spacing of tempera-
tures. For illustration, we apply these ideas in §2.2 to
the simple example of an unbounded Gaussian posterior
distribution.

In §3 we describe the algorithm mentioned above and
then apply it in §4 to a variety of test distributions. We
show that, while our temperature selection strategy is
not necessarily optimal in the ACT of the sampler, it
nonetheless improves the ACT compared to the simple
geometric spacing that is conventional in the literature
(Earl & Deem 2005; Sugita & Okamoto 1999; Kofke 2002,
2004) by factors of > 1.2 for our test cases.

We conclude in §5 and §6 with a discussion of our
results and suggestions for further research.

2 PARALLEL TEMPERING

Parallel tempering (Earl & Deem 2005; Swendsen &
Wang 1986; Geyer 1991) is a development on the stan-
dard MCMC formalism that uses several Markov chains
in parallel to sample from tempered versions of the pos-
terior distribution ⇡,

⇡T (~✓) / L(~✓)1/T
p(~✓), (1)

where L and p are respectively the likelihood and prior
distributions.

For high T , individual peaks in L become flatter
and broader, making the distribution easier to sample
via MCMC. A set of N chains is assigned temperatures
in a ladder T1 < T2 < . . . < TN , with T1 = 1 (the target
temperature). The temperatures are typically geometri-
cally spaced from 1 up to some Tmax, decided in advance
(a convention that we shall discuss in more detail in §2.2).

Each chain is allowed to explore its tempered dis-
tribution ⇡T under an MCMC algorithm, while at pre-
determined intervals “swaps” are proposed between (usu-
ally adjacent1) pairs of chains and accepted with proba-
bility

Ai,j = min

8
<

:

 
L(~✓i)

L(~✓j)

!�j��i

, 1

9
=

; , (2)

where ~✓i is the current position in the parameter space of
the i

th chain and �i ⌘ 1/Ti is the inverse temperature of
this chain. When a swap is accepted, the chains exchange
their positions in the parameter space, so that chain i is
at ~✓j and chain j is at ~✓i. Since the hottest chains can
access all of the modes of ⇡ (as long as Tmax is chosen

1
In principle, swaps can be proposed between any pair of

chains. However, since the swap acceptance ratio, (2), decays

exponentially with the separation of inverse temperatures, ��,

it is generally su�cient only to propose swaps between adja-

cent chains.

appropriately), their locations propagate to colder chains,
ultimately allowing the T = 1 (cold) chain to e�ciently
explore the entire target distribution. At the same time,
the positions of the colder chains propagate upward to
higher temperature chains, where they are free to explore
the entire prior volume.

The goal in choosing an e↵ective ladder of tempera-
tures is to minimise the ACT of the cold chain (our mea-
sure of the e�ciency of the sampler). The requirements
to this end are two-fold:

(i) Tmax must be large enough that isolated modes of
L broaden su�ciently that an individual MCMC chain
can e�ciently access all of these modes when sampling
under the tempered posterior ⇡T in (1) at T = Tmax. We
denote this temperature Tprior.

(ii) Since Ai,j depends on �i � �j , the di↵erences be-
tween temperatures must be small enough that neigh-
bouring chains can communicate their positions e�-
ciently with one another.

Both requirements depend sensitively on the (unknown)
shape of the target distribution, so it is di�cult to select
temperatures appropriately in advance.

In choosing Tmax, one must know roughly the rela-
tive size and separation of the modes to be explored. As
an example, consider a one-dimensional likelihood with
two Gaussian modes of width � = 1 and centres µ = ±10.
In order to prevent a sampler from getting stuck on one
of the modes, they must be widened to roughly the sepa-
ration between them2, giving � = O(10). The width of a
Gaussian peak scales with the temperature as

p
T , so we

might choose Tmax = 100; Figure 1 illustrates the result-
ing coalescence of the modes. A di↵erent configuration of
modes will, of course, require a di↵erent Tmax.

On the other hand, the swap acceptance probability
Ai,j depends on the distribution of likelihood values at
temperatures Ti and Tj . In the case of a likelihood dis-
tribution comprising a single Gaussian mode, the time-
averaged acceptance ratios between chains, E[Ai,j ], can
be computed analytically (see §2.2).

In general, we don’t know in advance what the tar-
get distribution looks like, and so choosing an e↵ective
ladder becomes a heuristic exercise, relying largely on
educated guesswork. We are therefore motivated to find
some method of empirically determining an e↵ective lad-
der.

2.1 Ladder selection

For an n-dimensional problem, the conventional choice
of temperatures is a geometrically spaced ladder con-
structed so that approximately 23% of swaps proposed
between chains will be accepted when sampling from an
n-dimensional, unbounded Gaussian distribution (Earl &
Deem 2005; ter Braak & Vrugt 2008; Roberts & Rosen-

2
Ideally, the modes must also be widened enough that they

extend to the edges of the prior volume. A likelihood distribu-

tion with a single mode that occupies only a small fraction of

the prior volume will take a long time to burn in.
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In §2 we describe the parallel tempering formalism
and lay out the requirements for a good temperature lad-
der. We discuss previous work on temperature selection
and suggest a definition of ladder optimality that, for
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distribution.
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nonetheless improves the ACT compared to the simple
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dard MCMC formalism that uses several Markov chains
in parallel to sample from tempered versions of the pos-
terior distribution ⇡,
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p(~✓), (1)

where L and p are respectively the likelihood and prior
distributions.

For high T , individual peaks in L become flatter
and broader, making the distribution easier to sample
via MCMC. A set of N chains is assigned temperatures
in a ladder T1 < T2 < . . . < TN , with T1 = 1 (the target
temperature). The temperatures are typically geometri-
cally spaced from 1 up to some Tmax, decided in advance
(a convention that we shall discuss in more detail in §2.2).

Each chain is allowed to explore its tempered dis-
tribution ⇡T under an MCMC algorithm, while at pre-
determined intervals “swaps” are proposed between (usu-
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the i

th chain and �i ⌘ 1/Ti is the inverse temperature of
this chain. When a swap is accepted, the chains exchange
their positions in the parameter space, so that chain i is
at ~✓j and chain j is at ~✓i. Since the hottest chains can
access all of the modes of ⇡ (as long as Tmax is chosen
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In principle, swaps can be proposed between any pair of

chains. However, since the swap acceptance ratio, (2), decays

exponentially with the separation of inverse temperatures, ��,

it is generally su�cient only to propose swaps between adja-

cent chains.

appropriately), their locations propagate to colder chains,
ultimately allowing the T = 1 (cold) chain to e�ciently
explore the entire target distribution. At the same time,
the positions of the colder chains propagate upward to
higher temperature chains, where they are free to explore
the entire prior volume.

The goal in choosing an e↵ective ladder of tempera-
tures is to minimise the ACT of the cold chain (our mea-
sure of the e�ciency of the sampler). The requirements
to this end are two-fold:

(i) Tmax must be large enough that isolated modes of
L broaden su�ciently that an individual MCMC chain
can e�ciently access all of these modes when sampling
under the tempered posterior ⇡T in (1) at T = Tmax. We
denote this temperature Tprior.

(ii) Since Ai,j depends on �i � �j , the di↵erences be-
tween temperatures must be small enough that neigh-
bouring chains can communicate their positions e�-
ciently with one another.

Both requirements depend sensitively on the (unknown)
shape of the target distribution, so it is di�cult to select
temperatures appropriately in advance.

In choosing Tmax, one must know roughly the rela-
tive size and separation of the modes to be explored. As
an example, consider a one-dimensional likelihood with
two Gaussian modes of width � = 1 and centres µ = ±10.
In order to prevent a sampler from getting stuck on one
of the modes, they must be widened to roughly the sepa-
ration between them2, giving � = O(10). The width of a
Gaussian peak scales with the temperature as

p
T , so we

might choose Tmax = 100; Figure 1 illustrates the result-
ing coalescence of the modes. A di↵erent configuration of
modes will, of course, require a di↵erent Tmax.

On the other hand, the swap acceptance probability
Ai,j depends on the distribution of likelihood values at
temperatures Ti and Tj . In the case of a likelihood dis-
tribution comprising a single Gaussian mode, the time-
averaged acceptance ratios between chains, E[Ai,j ], can
be computed analytically (see §2.2).

In general, we don’t know in advance what the tar-
get distribution looks like, and so choosing an e↵ective
ladder becomes a heuristic exercise, relying largely on
educated guesswork. We are therefore motivated to find
some method of empirically determining an e↵ective lad-
der.

2.1 Ladder selection

For an n-dimensional problem, the conventional choice
of temperatures is a geometrically spaced ladder con-
structed so that approximately 23% of swaps proposed
between chains will be accepted when sampling from an
n-dimensional, unbounded Gaussian distribution (Earl &
Deem 2005; ter Braak & Vrugt 2008; Roberts & Rosen-

2
Ideally, the modes must also be widened enough that they

extend to the edges of the prior volume. A likelihood distribu-

tion with a single mode that occupies only a small fraction of

the prior volume will take a long time to burn in.
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Figure 1. A one-dimensional target distribution with two

Gaussian peaks of width � = 1 at µ = ±10 normalised for a

uniform prior over [�20, 20]. At T = 100, the peaks broaden

to � = 10, allowing an MCMC chain sampling at this tem-

perature to find both modes quickly, starting from anywhere

within the prior volume.

thal 1998). We shall discuss this convention in more detail
in §2.2.

A consequence of this strategy is that increasing
the number of chains N does not improve communi-
cation between existing chains, which is determined by
E[Ai,j ] = 0.23. Instead, adding new chains extends the
ladder to higher temperatures. This may be appropriate
for an unbounded posterior, but for a realistic problem
with a finite prior volume, the acceptance ratio between
adjacent chains saturates to ⇠ 100% at some tempera-
ture Tprior, at which the posterior ⇡T begins to look like
the prior p.

For this geometric spacing scheme – where Tprior

is unknown – there is therefore an optimal number of
chains, Nopt, such that Tprior ⇡ TNopt ⌘ Tmax. For
N < Nopt none of the chains will be sampling from the
prior (so the sampler may not find all of the modes), while
for N > Nopt we end up with several chains sampling re-
dundantly from the prior.

Since we are generally ignorant of Tprior for the prob-
lem at hand, we are motivated to find an alternative tem-
perature selection strategy.

It has been suggested in the literature (Earl & Deem
2005; Sugita & Okamoto 1999; Kofke 2002, 2004) that one
could select temperatures such that the acceptance ratios
Ai,j are uniform for all pairs (i, j) of adjacent chains, in

an attempt to ensure that each sample sequence ~✓(t) for
t = 1, 2, . . ., as it moves between chains, spends an equal
amount of time at every temperature. Sugita & Okamoto
(1999) justify this notion experimentally – in the context
of molecular dynamics – with test cases in which such a
ladder indeed performs well. They use an algorithm de-
rived from that of Hukushima & Nemoto (1996), which
selects temperatures according to an iterative process for
which a uniform-A ladder is a fixed point. Earl & Deem
(2005) provide further references for similar methods of
determining temperature ladders that yield a given a tar-

get acceptance ratio (Rathore et al. 2005; Sanbonmatsu
& Garćıa 2002; Schug et al. 2004). However, these meth-
ods do not address requirement (i), discussed above, that
the temperature ladder should reach a Tmax su�cient for
all of the modes of L to mix (specified by Tprior).

Kofke (2002) discusses the selection of tempera-
ture ladders in the context of molecular simulations. He
shows that, in simulations of such thermodynamic sys-
tems, there is a close relation between the specific heat
of the system, CV , and the acceptance ratios between
adjacent temperatures. In particular, when CV is con-
stant with respect to T over a given temperature interval,
then a geometric spacing of temperatures on that interval
yields uniform acceptance ratios between adjacent tem-
peratures.

In the language of thermodynamics, the energy of
the system, U , is analogous to � logL, and an analogue
to the specific heat can therefore be defined as

CV (T ) = � d
dT

E[logL]T , (3)

where E[ · ]T denotes the expectation operator over ~✓ un-

der the distribution ⇡T (~✓). E[logL]T is therefore the ex-
pectation of the untempered log likelihood collected when
sampling from the posterior at temperature T .

In the context of Bayesian inference, Kofke’s result
therefore tells us that if the mean log likelihood col-
lected by a sampler responds linearly to changes in tem-
perature, then a geometrically spaced temperature lad-
der will achieve uniform acceptance ratios between adja-
cent chains. Conversely, temperature intervals on which
E[logL]T is strongly non-linear in T represent a phase
transition that will require more careful placement of
temperatures, as we shall show in §4.

2.2 The ideal Gaussian distribution: a simple

example

In the simple case of a unimodal Gaussian likelihood
under a flat prior, the optimal temperature spacing at
low temperatures – where very little likelihood mass is
truncated by the prior – can be analysed by approxi-
mating the prior to be unbounded3. We show that, for
this tractable example, a geometric temperature spac-
ing is consistent with both the uniform-A criterion and
also with the alternative criterion that the Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence is uniform between all pairs of
adjacent chains. We use the example to illustrate the re-
lationship between the analytical distribution of logL,
the acceptance ratio Ai,j , and the temperature T .

We shall work with an n-dimensional unit Gaussian
centred on the origin (the same result can be achieved
for a general Gaussian through a simple change of co-
ordinates). Since the prior is uniform and unbounded,
we can restrict attention to the likelihood distribution L.

3
The approximation breaks down at higher temperatures,

where boundary e↵ects become significant. Indeed, with no

prior boundaries, there is no Tprior at which the mode is spread

over the entire prior volume.

c� 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 8. The evolution of ladder of 13 temperatures Ti and acceptance ratios Ai over an emcee run of 10
6

iterations under the

Rosenbrock likelihood (20). Chains 1 and 13 are not shown, having fixed temperatures T1 = 1 and T13 = 1.

Figure 7. The Rosenbrock log likelihood, from (20).

While the equilibrated chains are distributed uni-
formly in log T for T . 50, there is a distinct peak in ⌘

at T ⇡ 800, where a simple geometric spacing of temper-
atures hinders communication between chains. This peak
occurs at a phase transition where the two modes of the
likelihood distribution begin to mix and E[logL] changes
rapidly with T , indicated by the sharp change in specific
heat in the bottom panel of Figure 9. Since the shape of
the likelihood distribution in this regime becomes very
sensitive to T , a higher density of chains is needed to
maintain a given acceptance ratio. We also note that in
the geometric regime (i.e. for low T ) the specific heat
is approximately n/2 = 1, with E[A] ⇡ 57%, consistent
with the values derived for the ideal Gaussian from (6)
and (5) respectively.

Figure 9. Orange: The equilibrium density of chains per

log T for the double Rosenbrock run illustrated in Figure 8,

where the acceptance ratios have settled to Ai ⇡ 0.57. Blue:

The square root of the specific heat for the double Rosenbrock

distribution, calculated as described in Figure 6.

Ultimately, however, the figure of merit for a tem-
perature specification in a PTMCMC simulation is the
resulting ACT for the target temperature (T = 1) of the
sampler. We must therefore test the performance of the
sampler empirically.

We use the term ACT to refer to the integrated auto-
correlation time discussed by Sokal (1997), which we es-
timate according to the algorithm used in the acor pack-
age (see Appendix A and http://www.math.nyu.edu/
faculty/goodman/software/acor/ for details). For the

c� 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Ensemble Samplers
• Goodman & Weare 2009 - 

also Emcee 

• Evolve a collection of 
samples instead of single 
point 

• At each iteration, 
collection is a sample 
from the target distribution 

• This is also useful for 
Nested Sampling method!

Figure 2: A stretch move. The light dots represent the walkers not participat-
ing in this move. The dot with the dark border represents Xk and the dark
dot represents Xj. The thick dashed arrow connects Xk to the proposed new
location, Y , marked by a dark star. The proposal is generated by stretching
along the grey dashed line connecting Xj to Xk.

17

Figure 3: A Walk move. The dots represent the ensemble of particles. The
dark ones represent the walkers in ~XS. The dot with the dark border represents
Xk. The black dashed arrow connects Xk to the proposed position Y , marked
by a dark star. The proposed perturbation has covariance equal to the sample
covariance of the three dark dots. The perturbation is generated by summing
random multiples of the dashed grey arrows. The black diamond represents
the sample mean XS.
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“stretch”

“walk”

p(x0|x) = x+ ↵�ij

p(log↵) ⇠ U(� logB, logB)

log J = D log↵
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Model Selection
To test different hypotheses we can compute the ratio of 
their probabilities P(A)/P(B), known as the “odds ratio”

Given some experimental data we can update our relative 
belief in two models

The evidence ratio is also known as the “Bayes Factor”

Allows comparison of models of different parameter 
spaces X and Y

P (A|d)
P (B|d) =

P (A)

P (B)

P (d|A)

P (d|B)

P (d|A)

P (d|B)
=

R
X p(d, x|A)dxR
Y p(d, y|B)dy
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Nested Sampling
We use Nested Sampling to evaluate the integral probabilistically. 

From product rule, get 

Write element of prior as                             ,  and note  

Evidence is then given 

Define                               as the prior probability mass covering the 

regions of parameter space with likelihood >λ. As λ increases, 

enclosed probability X shrinks from 1 to 0. Using inverse function                     

evidence is  

Now to do 1-D integral....

p(d|��, H, I)p(��|H, I)d�� = P (d|H, I)p(��|d, H, I)d��

dX = p(��|H, I)d��

Z = P (d|H, I) =
�

p(d|↵�, H, I)dX =
�

LdX

X(�) =
�

L(⇧�)>⇥
dX

7

FIG. 1: Each sample in the basket of live points can be
thought of as lying on a contour line of equal likelihood value.
Figure reproduced from [21].

points would be needed to avoid the possibility of missing
the maximum of the likelihood function using a regular
grid. In the case of a compact binary in-spiral signal
as observed in a network of ground-based interferome-
ters and using the parameterisation given in section II C,
H ! 20 nats. If a regular grid of points was used (assum-
ing a uniform prior), finding the weights associated with
each point wi = 1/N would be simple, but the number of
samples needed, N becomes prohibitively large. The key
concept on which the nested sampling algorithm rests is
the means to calculate the wi of stochastically sampled
points. By evolving the collection of N points to higher
likelihood areas of parameter space, the algorithm simul-
taneously searches for the peaks of the distribution and
accumulates the evidence integral as it progresses.
In order to find the weights associated with each point

θ⃗i, it is useful to think of each point as lying on a (not
necessarily closed) contour surface of equal likelihood in
the parameter space. The prior mass – that is the frac-
tion of the total prior volume – enclosed by the i-th con-
tour surface is denoted Xi, with the lowest likelihood
contour line enclosing the largest volume and the maxi-
mum likelihood point enclosing the smallest. With this
definition, X0 = 1. We can then think of a mapping be-
tween the contour lines in physical parameter space and
the fractions of the prior Xi, where the likelihood L(X)
increases toward smaller values of X , as shown in figure
1, and ∆Xi = Xi+1 −Xi. The evidence, Eq. (4) or (25)
can then be expressed as the one-dimensional integral

Z =

∫

L(X)dX ≈
∑

i

L(Xi)∆Xi . (28)

As the inverse mapping θ⃗(X) is not known, the analyti-
cal integral cannot be performed. However, as we know
that the prior distribution is normalised to unity, the
unknown prior mass enclosed by the outermost contour
throughX1 has a probability distribution P (X1) which is
equal to the distribution of a new variable t1 ∈ [0, 1], the
maximum of N random numbers drawn from the uniform
distribution U(0, 1). If we then replace the first point
with a new point sampled from the prior distribution

limited to the volume lying at higher likelihood than L1,
X(L > L1), we can repeat the process so that X2 = t2X1

andXi = tiXi−1, where by definition ti ≡ Xi/Xi−1 is the
shrinkage ratio. The probability of ti is P (ti) = NtN−1

i ,
where ti is the largest of N random numbers drawn from
U(0, 1). The volume enclosed at each iteration therefore
shrinks geometrically, ensuring the speedy convergence
of the integral. The mean decrease in the volume at each
iteration is

E [log t] =

∫ 1

0
log (t) p(t) dt = −N−1 , (29)

and an estimate of the statistical variance introduced by
this process is

∫ 1

0
(log t− E [log t])2 p(t) dt = N−2 . (30)

The distribution of t can also be sampled by generating
the N uniform random numbers and creating many reali-
sations of the ts for each iteration in the algorithm. In our
testing with this procedure, it was found that for a rea-
sonable number of realisations, the estimated mean and
variance were very close to the expected figures. Using
the approximation of the mean, we can therefore write
the fractional prior volumes

logXi ≈ − (i±
√
i)/N , (31)

and we use this approximation in the implementation,
where we work with logarithmic quantities to overcome
the huge range of the variables.
As we now have an approximation to the proportion of

the prior mass remaining after the i-th iteration, we can
assign a weight to each sample as wi = Xi −Xi−1.
As all structure of the likelihood function in the pa-

rameter space Θ is eliminated by the mapping to X , the
nested sampling algorithm is in principle robust against
multi-modal distributions, degeneracies and problems
arising from the high dimensionalality of the parameter
space. However, this relies on being able to sample the
likelihood-limited prior distribution effectively. This dif-
ficult problem can be solved in a variety of ways, but the
approach which we have found effective is described in
section IVA.
Note that if the bulk of the posterior is concentrated

in a region of size e−H of the prior, it will take approxi-
mately NH±

√
NH iterations of the geometric shrinkage

to reach the zone of high likelihood. This tells us that
the algorithm will take longer to compute the integral
if there is a larger amount of information in the data.
This means the run time of the implementation is essen-
tially dependent on the signal to noise ratio of any found
signals, as well as on the number of live points N used.
Finally, we need to specify a termination condition,

upon which we decide that the integral is finished. We
could set a hard number for this, or a certain fraction of
the prior, but the total number of points needed varies
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If we had a collection of m points from the prior, we could approximate the integral as 

Riemann sum                                 where  

But how do we get from θ to X?  Sample m points Xi randomly from the parameter space, 

and calculate their likelihoods Li, then sort them by L. Lowest L corresponds to highest X. 

At each iteration, replace lowest point (Lmin , Xmax) by another sampled from within the limited 

prior X(Lmin). At each iteration X therefore decreases geometrically, 

To sample the limited prior, design a special MCMC routine - we can use the output samples 

to do parameter estimation too! 

Recalling that X0=1, we can now evaluate the above sum by iterating the process, and find 

the evidence!

Nested Sampling
Z =

m�

i=1

Liwi wi = �X

Xi = tiXi�1, < log ti >= �m�1
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Live points (located inside a 
contour of constant likelihood) 
Used points
As the contours shrink, replacement 
samples are drawn from inside the contour 
using MCMC or rejection sampling

geometric 
shrinkage

Nested
Sampling

[Veitch & Vecchio PRD 81 (2010)]



Example CBCs

the entire prior distribution. The point with the lowest
likelihood value is then removed and replaced by a new
sample with higher likelihood. This removal and replace-
ment is repeated until a stopping condition has been
reached. By default, the loop continues while LmaxXi=
Zi > e0.1, where Lmax is the maximum likelihood so far
discovered by the sampler, Zi is the current estimate of the
total evidence, and Xi is the fraction of the prior volume
inside the current contour line. In short, this is checking
whether the evidence estimate would change by more than
a factor of ∼0.1 if all the remaining prior support were at
the maximum likelihood. Posterior samples can then be
produced by resampling the chain of removed points and
current live points according to their posterior probabilities:

pðθjd; H Þ ¼
1
2 ðXi−1 − Xiþ1ÞLi

Z
: ð30Þ

The estimation of the prior volume and method for
efficiently generating new samples varies between imple-
mentations. In LALInference we have included two such
implementations, one based on a MCMC sampling of the
constrained prior distribution, and the other on the
MultiNest method, with extensions. These are described
in the following two sections, Secs. III B 1 and III B 2.

1. LALInference nest

The primary challenge in implementing the nested
sampling algorithm is finding an efficient means of drawing
samples from the limited prior distribution

p0ðθjH SÞ ∝
!
pðθjH SÞ LðdjθÞ > Lmin

0 otherwise
: ð31Þ

In LALInference we build on the previous inspnest
implementation described in [23], with several enhance-
ments described here. This uses a short MCMC chain (see
Sec. III A) to generate each new live point, which is started
from a randomly selected existing live point.
We use proposals of the same form as described in

Sec. III C with slight differences: the differential evolution
proposal is able to use the current set of live points as a
basis for drawing a random difference vector, and for
empirically estimating the correlation matrix used in the
eigenvector proposal. This ensures that the scale of these
jumps adapts automatically to the current concentration of
the remaining live points. In contrast to Eq. (22), the target
distribution that we are sampling is the limited prior
distribution p0 of Eq. (31), so the acceptance ratio is

α ¼ Qðθjθ0Þp0ðθ0jH Þ
Qðθ0jθÞp0ðθjH Þ

: ð32Þ

Furthermore, we have introduced additional features which
help to reduce the amount of manual tuning required to
produce a reliable result.

Autocorrelation adaptation.—In [23] it was shown that the
numerical error on the evidence integral was dependent not
only on the number of live points Nlive and the information
content of the data (as suggested by Skilling), but also on
the length of the MCMC subchainsNMCMC used to produce
new samples (this is not included in the idealized descrip-
tion of nested sampling, since other methods of drawing
independent new samples are also possible; see Sec. III B
2). In inspnest, the user would specify this number at the
start of the run, depending on their desire for speed or
accuracy. The value then remained constant throughout the
run. This is inefficient, as the difficulty of generating a new
sample varies with the structure of the p0ðθjH SÞ distribution
at different values of Lmin. For example, there may be many
secondary peaks which are present up to a certain value of
Lmin, but disappear above that, making the distribution
easier to sample. To avoid this inefficiency (and to reduce
the number of tuning parameters of the code), we now
internally estimate the required length of the subchains as
the run progresses. To achieve this, we use the estimate of
the autocorrelation time scale τi [defined as in Eq. (23)] for
parameter i of a subchain generated from a randomly
selected live point. The sum is computed up to the lag Mi
which is the first time the correlation drops below 0.01, i.e.
ĉiðMiÞ ≤ 0.01. The time scale is computed for each
parameter being varied in the model, and the longest
autocorrelation time is used as the number of MCMC
iterations M ¼ maxðM1;…;MiÞ for subsequent subchains
until it is further updated after Nlive=4 iterations of the
nested sampler. As the chain needed to compute the
autocorrelation time scale is longer than the time scale
itself, the independent samples produced are cached for

FIG. 2 (color online). The profile of the likelihood function for
each of the injections in Table II, mapped onto the fractional prior
support parameter X [see Eq. (28)]. The algorithm proceeds from
left (sampling entire prior) to right (sampling a tiny restricted part
of the prior). The values of logðLÞ are normalized to the
likelihood of the noise model.

J. VEITCH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 042003 (2015)

042003-10

BBH easier to sample than BNS!
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Computational Cost
• Run-time is dominated by 

• Template calculation (60-99% run-time) 

• including FFT for time-domain signals (rarely used in 
practice) 

• scales as length of template x sampling frequency 

• Overlap calculation (remainder of run-time) 

• Once per detector 

• Uses accelerated trigonometry approximation 

• Reduce number of likelihoods needed 

• Parallelise multiple runs across cores to reduce wall clock time 

• Improve computational efficiency of vector ops (SIMD 
extensions) 

• Use of custom hardware? GPUs, Xeon Phi, …

Nested 
Sampling

MCMC 
sub-chain

Likelihood 
calculation

Template 
calculation

~30 N 
iterations

M samples per 
chain

for each IFO

<- expensive!

x N live points
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Waveform acceleration
• Dominant cost is generation of ~10M 

waveforms while exploring parameter 
space 

• Most sophisticated inspiral-merger-
ringdown waveforms are slow to generate 

• Surrogate models to approximate full 
waveform [Pürrer 2014] 

• Multi-band analysis [Vinciguerra+ 
2017] 

• Use basis other than Fourier frequencies 
for likelihood integrals “Reduced Order 
Quadrature” [Canizares+ 2014, 
Smith+ 2016]

Accelerating gravitational wave parameter estimation with multi-band template interpolation6

Figure 1. Time from a given frequency to coalescence for a fiducial binary neutron
star signal. Coloured boxes indicate the subdivision of the waveform into bands
with adaptive frequency resolution, as determined by the time before coalescence;
see section 2.2.

then have

Nmin =
Z fmax

fmin

t(f)df

= �3(8⇡)�8/3M�5/3(f�5/3
max � f

�5/3
min ) . (5)

The relative number of points required for the standard case compared to the ideal

case is then

Nfix

Nmin
=

5

3

(fmax � fmin)f
�8/3
min

f
�5/3
min � f

�5/3
max

, (6)

which for fmax � fmin indicates an asymptotic reduction in number of points

5fmax/3fmin. For a binary neutron star waveform which enters the detector at 20Hz

and terminates at 1500Hz, the potential reduction in number of points is therefore

a factor of ⇠ 125.

[Vinciguerra+ 2017]
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Reducing systematics
• Systematic errors caused by… 

• detector calibration [Cahillane+ 2017]: 

• Include calibration uncertainty as 
parametrised model [Vitale+ 2012, LVC LVC 
PRL 116 2 (2016)] 

• Imperfect templates [LVC 1611.07531] 

• Gaussian process modelling of waveform 
uncertainties [Moore+ 2014, 2015] 

• Varying noise floor (PSD estimation) 

• On-source PSD estimation [Littenberg+ 
2014]

• Glitches in data! [e.g. LVC, PRL 119 (2017)]

• Fit glitch model along with GW [Cornish+  
2014]

The mean function becomes the systematic error δCGPðfÞ
and δAGP

i ðfÞ in Eqs. (10) and (12). We can also draw
frequency dependent uncertainties σGPδC and σGPδAi

on the
systematic error. Posteriors representing σGPδC and σGPδAi

will be sampled for the total uncertainty budget in
subsection III C.
Our Gaussian process regression trains on the residual

data with the following covariance kernel

k ðlogðfÞ; logðf0ÞÞ ¼ γ21 þ logðfÞ · logðf0Þ
þ ðγ22 þ logðfÞ · logðf0ÞÞ2

þ γ23 exp
!
−
ðlogðfÞ − logðf0ÞÞ2

2l2

"

ð19Þ

where fγ1; γ2; γ3;lg are the hyperparameters of the
covariance kernel. The hyperparameters are tuned by the
Gaussian process via gradient descent to best match
the training data. This kernel assumes the detector plants’
systematic error should be characterized in the log fre-
quency domain, and that the error is relatively smooth and
can be captured by a squared exponential and quadratic
kernel.
An example collection of measurement residuals for the

L1 detector’s sensing function and the resulting Gaussian
process regression is shown in Fig. 7. Here we show the
same data from Fig. 3, but with additional measurements
from the entire observation run.

C. Total calibration uncertainty budget

The total calibration uncertainty budget for any given
time is constructed from many sampled response functions
Rðf; tÞ. Each sample response function is constructed
by sampling from the posteriors of the response function
components. The response function components are
(1) The sensing DARM model parameters: λ⃗C ¼

ðHC; fCC; δτC; fS; Q−1
S ÞT

(2) The actuation DARM model parameters: λ⃗A ¼
ðHU; δτU;HP; δτP;HT; δτTÞT

FIG. 7. Gaussian process regression of L1’s sensing system-
atic error δCGPðfÞ. The dark blue points are all the sensing
measurement residuals, δC=CðmodelÞðf; t; λ⃗CÞ, taken over the
entire observation run. This includes the residuals from the L1
reference measurement in the far right plots of Fig. 3. The light
blue line is the mean function representing systematic error.
The light orange envelope is the 1σ uncertainty on the
systematic error.

FIG. 8. Total calibration error and uncertainty budget at the time of GW170104. The uncertainty in the calibrated response function for
the H1 detector is on the left, and for L1 is on the right. The y axis is relative response error δR=RðmodelÞ and uncertainty σR=RðmodelÞ, with
magnitude on top and phase on the bottom. The solid line is the median relative response, interpreted as the frequency dependent
systematic error on the model response RðmodelÞ. The dashed lines represent the 1σ uncertainty on this error. Stacking ten thousand drawn
response function samples produces the numerical uncertainty budget shown here. The extreme 1σ uncertainties are presented in
Table III.

CRAIG CAHILLANE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 102001 (2017)

102001-10

[Cahillane+ 2017]

Additionally, a short instrumental noise transient
appeared in the LIGO-Livingston detector 1.1 s before
the coalescence time of GW170817 as shown in Fig. 2.
This transient noise, or glitch [71], produced a very brief
(less than 5 ms) saturation in the digital-to-analog converter
of the feedback signal controlling the position of the test
masses. Similar glitches are registered roughly once every
few hours in each of the LIGO detectors with no temporal
correlation between the LIGO sites. Their cause remains
unknown. To mitigate the effect on the results presented in
Sec. III, the search analyses applied a window function to
zero out the data around the glitch [72,73], following the
treatment of other high-amplitude glitches used in the
O1 analysis [74]. To accurately determine the properties
of GW170817 (as reported in Sec. IV) in addition to the
noise subtraction described above, the glitch was modeled
with a time-frequency wavelet reconstruction [75] and
subtracted from the data, as shown in Fig. 2.
Following the procedures developed for prior gravita-

tional-wave detections [29,78], we conclude there is no
environmental disturbance observed by LIGO environmen-
tal sensors [79] that could account for the GW170817
signal.
The Virgo data, used for sky localization and an

estimation of the source properties, are shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1. The Virgo data are nonstationary
above 150 Hz due to scattered light from the output optics
modulated by alignment fluctuations and below 30 Hz due
to seismic noise from anthropogenic activity. Occasional
noise excess around the European power mains frequency
of 50 Hz is also present. No noise subtraction was applied
to the Virgo data prior to this analysis. The low signal
amplitude observed in Virgo significantly constrained the
sky position, but meant that the Virgo data did not
contribute significantly to other parameters. As a result,
the estimation of the source’s parameters reported in
Sec. IV is not impacted by the nonstationarity of Virgo
data at the time of the event. Moreover, no unusual
disturbance was observed by Virgo environmental sensors.
Data used in this study can be found in [80].

III. DETECTION

GW170817 was initially identified as a single-detector
event with the LIGO-Hanford detector by a low-latency
binary-coalescence search [81–83] using template wave-
forms computed in post-Newtonian theory [11,13,36,84].
The two LIGO detectors and the Virgo detector were all
taking data at the time; however, the saturation at the LIGO-
Livingston detector prevented the search from registering a
simultaneous event in both LIGO detectors, and the low-
latency transfer of Virgo data was delayed.
Visual inspection of the LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-

Livingston detector data showed the presence of a clear,
long-duration chirp signal in time-frequency representations
of the detector strain data. As a result, an initial alert was

generated reporting a highly significant detection of a binary
neutron star signal [85] in coincidence with the independ-
ently observed γ-ray burst GRB 170817A [39–41].
A rapid binary-coalescence reanalysis [86,87], with the

time series around the glitch suppressed with a window
function [73], as shown in Fig. 2, confirmed the presence of
a significant coincident signal in the LIGO detectors. The
source was rapidly localized to a region of 31 deg2,
shown in Fig. 3, using data from all three detectors [88].
This sky map was issued to observing partners, allowing
the identification of an electromagnetic counterpart
[46,48,50,77].
The combined SNR of GW170817 is estimated to be

32.4, with values 18.8, 26.4, and 2.0 in the LIGO-Hanford,

FIG. 2. Mitigation of the glitch in LIGO-Livingston data. Times
are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04 UTC. Top panel:
A time-frequency representation [65] of the raw LIGO-Living-
ston data used in the initial identification of GW170817 [76]. The
coalescence time reported by the search is at time 0.4 s in this
figure and the glitch occurs 1.1 s before this time. The time-
frequency track of GW170817 is clearly visible despite the
presence of the glitch. Bottom panel: The raw LIGO-Livingston
strain data (orange curve) showing the glitch in the time domain.
To mitigate the glitch in the rapid reanalysis that produced the sky
map shown in Fig. 3 [77], the raw detector data were multiplied
by an inverse Tukey window (gray curve, right axis) that zeroed
out the data around the glitch [73]. To mitigate the glitch in the
measurement of the source’s properties, a model of the glitch
based on a wavelet reconstruction [75] (blue curve) was sub-
tracted from the data. The time-series data visualized in this figure
have been bandpassed between 30 Hz and 2 kHz so that the
detector’s sensitive band is emphasized. The gravitational-wave
strain amplitude of GW170817 is of the order of 10−22 and so is
not visible in the bottom panel.

PRL 119, 161101 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
20 OCTOBER 2017

161101-3

PRL 119 (2017)
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Detected Compact 
Binary Mergers
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BBHs in O1
• 2 clear detections and a likely third (LVT) 

• Established population of coalescing 
BBH with component masses up to ~36 
M⊙ 

• Clear these would form a large 
fraction of GW detections 

• Enabled novel EM followups, population 
studies, tests of GR, … 

• Prompted development of waveforms, 
NR, … 

• But let’s focus on O2 events!

of the detectors, the waveforms of GW150914,
GW151226, and LVT151012 are also shown. The expected
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ρ of a signal, hðtÞ, can be
expressed as

ρ2 ¼
Z

∞

0

ð2j ~hðfÞj
ffiffiffi
f

p
Þ2

S nðfÞ
d lnðfÞ; ð1Þ

where ~hðfÞ is the Fourier transform of the signal. Writing it
in this form motivates the normalization of the waveform
plotted in Fig. 1, as the area between the signal and noise
curves is indicative of the SNR of the events.
The gravitational-wave signal from a BBH merger takes

the form of a chirp, increasing in frequency and amplitude
as the black holes spiral inwards. The amplitude of the
signal is maximum at the merger, after which it decays
rapidly as the final black hole rings down to equilibrium. In
the frequency domain, the amplitude decreases with fre-
quency during inspiral, as the signal spends a greater
number of cycles at lower frequencies. This is followed
by a slower falloff during merger and then a steep decrease
during the ringdown. The amplitude of GW150914 is
significantly larger than the other two events, and at the
time of the merger, the gravitational-wave signal lies well
above the noise. GW151226 has a lower amplitude but
sweeps across the whole detector’s sensitive band up to
nearly 800 Hz. The corresponding time series of the three
waveforms are plotted in the right panel of Fig. 1 to better
visualize the difference in duration within the Advanced
LIGO band: GW150914 lasts only a few cycles, while
LVT151012 and GW151226 have lower amplitudes but last
longer.
The analysis presented in this paper includes the total set

of O1 data from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016,

which contain a total coincident analysis time of 51.5 days
accumulated when both detectors were operating in their
normal state. As discussed in Ref. [13] with regard to the
first 16 days of O1 data, the output data of both detectors
typically contain nonstationary and non-Gaussian features,
in the form of transient noise artifacts of varying durations.
Longer duration artifacts, such as nonstationary behavior in
the interferometer noise, are not very detrimental to CBC
searches as they occur on a time scale that is much longer
than any CBC waveform. However, shorter duration
artifacts can pollute the noise background distribution of
CBC searches. Many of these artifacts have distinct
signatures [49] visible in the auxiliary data channels from
the large number of sensors used to monitor instrumental or
environmental disturbances at each observatory site [50].
When a significant noise source is identified, contaminated
data are removed from the analysis data set. After applying
this data quality process, detailed in Ref. [51], the remain-
ing coincident analysis time in O1 is 48.6 days. The
analyses search only stretches of data longer than a
minimum duration, to ensure that the detectors are operat-
ing stably. The choice is different in the two analyses and
reduces the available data to 46.1 days for the PyCBC
analysis and 48.3 days for the GstLAL analysis.

III. SEARCH RESULTS

Two different, largely independent, analyses have been
implemented to search for stellar-mass BBH signals in the
data of O1: PyCBC [2–4] and GstLAL [5–7]. Both these
analyses employ matched filtering [52–60] with waveforms
given by models based on general relativity [8,9] to search
for gravitational waves from binary neutron stars, BBHs,
and neutron star–black hole binaries. In this paper, we
focus on the results of the matched-filter search for BBHs.

FIG. 1. Left panel: Amplitude spectral density of the total strain noise of the H1 and L1 detectors,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S ðfÞ

p
, in units of strain per

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
,

and the recovered signals of GW150914, GW151226, and LVT151012 plotted so that the relative amplitudes can be related to the SNR
of the signal (as described in the text). Right panel: Time evolution of the recovered signals from when they enter the detectors’ sensitive
band at 30 Hz. Both figures show the 90% credible regions of the LIGO Hanford signal reconstructions from a coherent Bayesian
analysis using a nonprecessing spin waveform model [48].

B. P. ABBOTT et al. PHYS. REV. X 6, 041015 (2016)

041015-8

Abbott+ Phys. Rev. X 6, 041015
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GW170104
• 50 M⊙ total mass 

• sits between masses of O1 
events 

• 880Mpc (z~0.2) 

• most distant BBH 

• stringent tests of mgraviton through 
dispersion 

• Spins likely not positively aligned 
(although could be non-spinning) 

• LVC 2017 1706.01812

IV SOURCE PROPERTIES

on the mass distribution of the source systems; however,
we find that di↵erent models of the binary black hole
mass distribution (as described in Sec. VI) lead to neg-
ligible di↵erences in the resulting value of Pastro. At the
detection statistic value of GW170104, the background
rate in both matched filter analyses is dwarfed by the
signal rate, yielding Pastro > 1 � (3 ⇥ 10�5).

An independent analysis that is not based on matched
filtering, but instead looks for generic gravitational-wave
bursts [2, 34] and selects events where the signal fre-
quency rises over time [35], also identified GW170104.
This approach allows for signal deviations from the wave-
form models used for matched filtering at the cost of a
lower significance for signals that are represented by the
considered templates. This analysis reports a false alarm
rate of ⇠ 1 in 20,000 years for GW170104.

IV. SOURCE PROPERTIES

The source parameters are inferred from a coher-
ent Bayesian analysis of the data from both detec-
tors [36, 37]. As a cross-check, we use two independent
model-waveform families. Both are tuned to numerical-
relativity simulations of binary black holes with non-
precessing spins, and introduce precession e↵ects through
approximate prescriptions. One model includes inspiral
spin precession using a single e↵ective spin parameter
�p [38–40]; the other includes the generic two-spin in-
spiral precession dynamics [41–43]. We refer to these
as the e↵ective-precession and full-precession models, re-
spectively [44]. The two models yield consistent results.
Table I shows selected source parameters for GW170104;
unless otherwise noted, we quote the median and sym-
metric 90% credible interval for inferred quantities. The
final mass (or equivalently the energy radiated), final
spin and peak luminosity are computed using averages of
fits to numerical-relativity results [45–49]. The parame-
ter uncertainties include statistical and systematic errors
from averaging posterior probability distributions over
the two waveform models, as well as calibration uncer-
tainty [37] (and systematic uncertainty in the fit for peak
luminosity). Statistical uncertainty dominates the over-
all uncertainty as a consequence of the moderate SNR.

For binary coalescences, the gravitational-wave fre-
quency evolution is primarily determined by the compo-
nent masses. For higher mass binaries, merger and ring-
down dominate the signal, allowing good measurements
of the total mass M = m1 + m2 [53–57]. For lower mass
binaries, like GW151226 [3], the inspiral is more impor-
tant, providing precision measurements of the chirp mass
M = (m1m2)3/5/M1/5 [58–61]. The transition between
the regimes depends upon the detectors’ sensitivity, and
GW170104 sits between the two. The inferred compo-
nent masses are shown in Fig. 2. The form of the two-
dimensional distribution is guided by the combination of
constraints on M and M. The binary was composed
of two black holes with masses m1 = 31.2+8.4

�6.0 M� and

TABLE I. Source properties for GW170104: median values
with 90% credible intervals. We quote source-frame masses;
to convert to the detector frame, multiply by (1+ z) [50, 51].
The redshift assumes a flat cosmology with Hubble parameter
H0 = 67.9 km s�1 Mpc�1 and matter density parameter ⌦m =
0.3065 [52]. More source properties are given in Table II in
the Supplemental Material [11].

Primary black hole mass m1 31.2+8.4
�6.0 M�

Secondary black hole mass m2 19.4+5.3
�5.9 M�

Chirp mass M 21.1+2.4
�2.7 M�

Total mass M 50.7+5.9
�5.0 M�

Final black hole mass Mf 48.7+5.7
�4.6 M�

Radiated energy Erad 2.0+0.6
�0.7 M�c

2

Peak luminosity `peak 3.1+0.7
�1.3 ⇥ 1056 erg s�1

E↵ective inspiral spin parameter �e↵ �0.12+0.21
�0.30

Final black hole spin af 0.64+0.09
�0.20

Luminosity distance DL 880+450
�390 Mpc

Source redshift z 0.18+0.08
�0.07

FIG. 2. Posterior probability density for the source-frame
massesm1 andm2 (withm1 � m2). The one-dimensional dis-
tributions include the posteriors for the two waveform mod-
els, and their average (black). The dashed lines mark the
90% credible interval for the average posterior. The two-
dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90%
credible regions plotted over a color-coded posterior density
function. For comparison, we also show the two-dimensional
contours for the previous events [5].
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m2 = 19.4+5.3
�5.9 M�; these merged into a final black hole

of mass 48.7+5.7
�4.6 M�. This binary ranks second, behind

GW150914’s source [5, 37], as the most massive stellar-
mass binary black hole system observed to date.

The black hole spins play a subdominant role in the
orbital evolution of the binary, and are more di�cult
to determine. The orientations of the spins evolve due
to precession [62, 63], and we report results at a point
in the inspiral corresponding to a gravitational-wave fre-
quency of 20 Hz [37]. The e↵ective inspiral spin parame-
ter �e↵ = (m1a1 cos ✓LS1 +m2a2 cos ✓LS2)/M is the most
important spin combination for setting the properties of
the inspiral [64–66] and remains important through to
merger [67–71]; it is approximately constant throughout
the orbital evolution [72, 73]. Here ✓LSi = cos�1(L̂·Ŝi) is
the tilt angle between the spin Si and the orbital angular
momentum L, which ranges from 0� (spin aligned with
orbital angular momentum) to 180� (spin antialigned);
ai = |cSi/Gm

2
i | is the (dimensionless) spin magnitude,

which ranges from 0 to 1, and i = 1 for the primary
black hole and i = 2 for the secondary. We use the
Newtonian angular momentum for L, such that it is nor-
mal to the orbital plane; the total orbital angular mo-
mentum di↵ers from this because of post-Newtonian cor-
rections. We infer that �e↵ = �0.12+0.21

�0.30. Similarly
to GW150914 [5, 37, 44], �e↵ is close to zero with a
preference towards being negative: the probability that
�e↵ < 0 is 0.82. Our measurements therefore disfavor a
large total spin positively aligned with the orbital angular
momentum, but do not exclude zero spins.

The in-plane components of the spin control the
amount of precession of the orbit [62]. This may be
quantified by the e↵ective precession spin parameter �p

which ranges from 0 (no precession) to 1 (maximal pre-
cession) [39]. Figure 3 (top) shows the posterior proba-
bility density for �e↵ and �p [39]. We gain some infor-
mation on �e↵ , excluding large positive values, but, as
for previous events [3, 5, 37], the �p posterior is domi-
nated by the prior (see Appendix C in the Supplemental
Material [11]). No meaningful constraints can be placed
on the magnitudes of the in-plane spin components and
hence precession.

The inferred component spin magnitudes and orienta-
tions are shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). The lack of con-
straints on the in-plane spin components means that we
learn almost nothing about the spin magnitudes. The
secondary’s spin is less well constrained as the less mas-
sive component has a smaller impact on the signal. The
probability that the tilt ✓LSi is less than 45� is 0.04 for the
primary black hole and 0.08 for the secondary, whereas
the prior probability is 0.15 for each. Considering the
two spins together, the probability that both tilt angles
are less than 90� is 0.05. E↵ectively all of the information
comes from constraints on �e↵ combined with the mass
ratio (and our prior of isotropically distributed orienta-
tions and uniformly distributed magnitudes) [5].

The source’s luminosity distance DL is inferred from
the signal amplitude [37, 74]. The amplitude is inversely
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FIG. 3. Top: Posterior probability density for the e↵ective
inspiral and precession spin parameters, �e↵ and �p. The
one-dimensional distributions show the posteriors for the two
waveform models, their average (black), and the prior dis-
tributions (green). The dashed lines mark the 90% credi-
ble interval for the average posterior. The two-dimensional
plot shows the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over
the posterior density function. Bottom: Posterior probabili-
ties for the dimensionless component spins, cS1/(Gm

2
1) and
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2), relative to the normal of the orbital plane L̂. The

tilt angles are 0� for spins aligned with the orbital angular
momentum and 180� for spins antialigned. The probabilities
are marginalized over the azimuthal angles. The pixels have
equal prior probability (1.6⇥ 10�3); they are spaced linearly
in spin magnitudes and the cosine of the tilt angles. Results
are given at a gravitational-wave frequency of 20 Hz.
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4 SOURCE PROPERTIES 4.1 Binary Parameters

The probability that GW170608’s total mass is smaller
than GW151226’s is 0.89.

While the chirp mass is tightly constrained, spins have
a more subtle e↵ect on the GW signal. The e↵ective in-
spiral spin �e↵ , a mass-weighted combination of the spin
components (anti-)aligned with the orbital angular mo-
mentum (Racine 2008; Ajith et al. 2011), predominantly
a↵ects the inspiral rate of the binary but also influences
the merger. We infer that �e↵ = 0.07+0.23

�0.09 disfavoring
large, anti-aligned spins on both black holes.

An independent parameter estimation method com-
paring LIGO strain data to hybridized numerical rel-
ativity simulations of binary black hole systems with
non-precessing spins (Abbott et al. 2016g) yields esti-
mates of component masses and �e↵ consistent with our
model-waveform analysis.

Spin components orthogonal to the orbital angular
momentum are the source of precession (Apostolatos
et al. 1994; Kidder 1995), and may be parameterized
by a single e↵ective precession spin �p (Schmidt et al.
2015). For precessing binaries, component spin orien-
tations evolve over time; we report results evolved to
a reference GW frequency of 20Hz. The spin prior as-
sumed in this analysis is uniform in dimensionless spin
magnitudes �i ⌘ c|S|i/(Gm2

i ) with i = 1, 2 between 0
and 0.89, and isotropic in their orientation; this prior
on component spins maps to priors for the e↵ective pa-
rameters �e↵ and �p. The top panel of Figure 3 shows
the prior and posterior probability distributions of �e↵

and �p obtained for the e↵ective-precession waveform
model. While we gain some information about �e↵ , the
�p posterior is dominated by its prior, as for previous
GW events (Abbott et al. 2016b,c, 2017a), indicating
that we cannot draw any strong conclusion on the size
of spin components in the orbital plane (Vitale et al.
2017). The inferred component spin magnitudes and
orientations are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.
We find the dimensionless spin magnitude of the primary
black hole, �1, to be less than 0.75 (90% credible limit);
this limit is robust to extending the prior range of spin
magnitudes and to using di↵erent waveform models.

The measurability of precession depends on the intrin-
sic source properties as well as the angle of the binary
orbital angular momentum to the line of sight (i.e. incli-
nation). The inclination of GW170608’s orbit is likely
close to either 0� or 180�, due to a selection e↵ect: the
distance inside which a given binary merger would be
detectable at a fixed SNR threshold is largest for these
inclination values (Schutz 2011). For such values, the
waveform carries little information on precession.

The distance of GW170608 is extracted from the
observed signal amplitude given the binary’s inclina-
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Figure 3. Top panel : Marginalized one-dimensional pos-
terior density functions for the spin parameters �p and �e↵

(blue) in comparison to their prior distributions (pink) as ob-
tained from the e↵ective-precession model. The dashed lines
indicate the 90% credible interval. The two-dimensional plot
shows the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over the pos-
terior density function. Bottom panel : Posterior probabili-
ties for the dimensionless component spins �i with i = 1, 2
relative to the Newtonian orbital angular momentum L̂, i.e.
the normal of the orbital plane. The tilt angles are 0�

for spins parallel to L̂, and 180� for spins anti-parallel to
L̂. The posterior density functions are marginalized over
the azimuthal angles. Each pixel has a prior probability of
⇠ 1.8 ⇥ 10�3; they are spaced linearly in spin magnitudes
and the cosine of the tilt angles.

tion (Abbott et al. 2016e). With the network of two
nearly co-aligned LIGO detectors, the uncertainty on
inclination translates into a large distance uncertainty:
we infer a luminosity distance of DL = 340+140

�140 Mpc,
corresponding to a redshift of z = 0.07+0.03

�0.03 assuming a
flat ⇤CDM cosmology (Ade et al. 2016).
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GW170608
• Lightest binary BH yet discovered 

• ~12 + 7 M⊙ 
• Comparable with galactic BH systems 

known from X-ray observations 
• ~1 Msun radiated as GW energy 
• Distance: 340 Mpc (z~0.07) 
• Detected during time when Hanford being 

commissioned 
• See arXiv:1711.05578 for details

A ANGULAR COUPLING MINIMIZATION

APPENDIX

A. ANGULAR COUPLING MINIMIZATION

GW170608 was observed during a routine instrumental procedure at LHO that minimises the coupling of angular
control of the test masses to noise in the GW strain measurement. To maintain resonant power in the arms, the
pitch and yaw angular degrees of freedom of the four suspended cavity test masses at each detector (Abbott et al.
2016a) must be controlled. This is achieved by actuating on the second stage of the LIGO quadruple suspensions. A
feed-forward control is employed in order to leave the beam position of the main laser on the test mass unchanged
while this actuation is applied. However, if this position di↵ers from the actuation point, the angular control can
a↵ect the di↵erential arm length, thus introducing additional noise in the strain measurement (Kasprzack & Yu 2016).
As the beam position can drift over periods of hours or days, the angular feed-forward control must be periodically
adjusted in order to minimize the coupling to strain.

During this procedure, high amplitude pitch and yaw excitations are applied to the test masses via actuation of the
suspensions. Each of the 8 angular degrees of freedom is excited at a distinct frequency; the resulting length signals are
observed via demodulation at each excitation frequency, revealing how strongly the corresponding degree of freedom
couples to di↵erential arm length. The feed-forward gain settings are stepped at intervals of approximately 45 s and the
global minimum of angular control coupling to strain is determined from the resulting measurements. The frequencies
of angular excitations are equally spaced between ⇠19 Hz and ⇠23 Hz, generating excess power in the di↵erential arm
motion, and thus in the measured strain around these frequencies. This procedure covers from ⇠2 minutes before to
⇠14 minutes after GW170608, shown in Figure 4 (left). During the period from �2 to 2 minutes substantial excess
noise is visible at frequencies around 20Hz. To characterize this noise we show amplitude spectral densities derived
from 240 s of data both before the onset of the angular excitations and during the excitations around the event time
in Figure 4 (right). No e↵ect on the spectrum is visible above 30 Hz.

During the procedure, angular control gain settings are stepped abruptly; inspection of all such transition times
shows no evidence for transient excess noise in the strain data outside the 19–23Hz excitation band. The closest
transition to the event time was 10 s before the binary merger, thus any transient noise associated with this transition
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Figure 4. Left: Spectrogram of strain data from LHO around the time of GW170608. This plot shows variations in the
noise spectrum of the detector over periods on the scale of minutes; unlike Figure 1, it is not designed to show short-duration
transient events. The strain amplitude is normalized to the interval between �6 and �2 minutes relative to the event time. See
Appendix A for discussion of the feature around 20 Hz due to an angular control procedure. Right: Amplitude spectral density
of strain data at both LIGO observatories for 240 s around the event time, (�2, 2) minutes on left panel, and for data before
the start of the angular coupling minimization at LHO, (�6, �2) minutes. Excess noise is clearly visible around 20 Hz but data
above 30 Hz are una↵ected.
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the start of the angular coupling minimization at LHO, (�6, �2) minutes. Excess noise is clearly visible around 20 Hz but data
above 30 Hz are una↵ected.
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GW170814

• Mtot ~ 56 M⊙ 

• dL ~ 540Mpc (z~0.11) 

• Poor constraint on spin tilts 

• But novel checks of GW 
polarisation states 

• LVC PRL 119 (2017)

and spins, can be measured is determined by the network
SNR. For GW170814 this is dominated by the two LIGO
detectors. The inclusion of Virgo data into the coherent

analysis significantly improves the inference of parameters
describing the binary’s position relative to the Earth, as
shown in Fig. 3, since those parameters are predominantly
determined by the relative amplitudes and arrival times
observed in the detector network [67,146,147]. Because of
the inferred orientation of the binary, we do not see a
significant improvement in parameters such as inclination
and polarization angle for GW170814.

VI. TESTS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY

To determine the consistency of the signal with GR, we
allowed the post-Newtonian (PN) and additional coeffi-
cients describing the waveform to deviate from their
nominal values [148–150], as was done for previous
detections [2–5,10]. In addition to previously tested coef-
ficients, these analyses were expanded to also explicitly
consider phase contributions at effective −1PN order, i.e.,
with a frequency dependence of f−7=3. Additionally, as in
[2–4], we check that the inspiral and merger-ringdown
regimes are mutually consistent, and check for possible
deviations from GR in the propagation of GWs due to a
massive graviton and/or Lorentz invariance violation.
Preliminary results of all these tests show no evidence
for disagreement with the predictions of GR; detailed
investigations are still ongoing, and full results will be
presented at a later date.

VII. GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE POLARIZATIONS

One of the key predictions of GR is that metric
perturbations possess two tensor degrees of freedom
[151,152]. These two are only a subset of the six inde-
pendent modes allowed by generic metric theories of
gravity, which may in principle predict any combination
of tensor (spin-2), vector (spin-1), or scalar (spin-0) polar-
izations [11,12]. While it may be that any generic theory of
gravity will be composed of a potential mixture of
polarization modes, an investigation of this type is beyond
the scope of this Letter. However, a simplified first
investigation that serves to illustrate the potential power
of this new phenomenological test of gravity is to consider
models where the polarization states are pure tensor, pure
vector, or pure scalar only.
So far, some evidence that GWs are described by the

tensor (spin-2) metric perturbations of GR has been
obtained from measurements of the rate of orbital decay
of binary pulsars, in the context of specific beyond-GR
theories (see, e.g., [153,154] or [155,156] for reviews), and
from the rapidly changing GW phase of BBH mergers
observed by LIGO, in the framework of parametrized
models [2,4,10]. The addition of Advanced Virgo provides
us with another, more compelling, way of probing the
nature of polarizations by studying GW geometry directly
through the projection of the metric perturbation onto our
detector network [157–159].

FIG. 4. Posterior probability density for the source-frame masses
m 1 and m 2 (top) and the effective inspiral and precession spin para-
meters, χeff and χp (bottom) measured at a gravitational-wave freq-
uency of 20 Hz, well before the merger. The dashed lines mark the
90% credible interval for the one-dimensional marginalized dis-
tributions. The two-dimensional plots show the contours of the 50%
and 90% credible regions plotted over a color-coded posterior den-
sity function. For GW170814, both χeff and χp are influenced by
their respective prior distributions, shown in green. While the GW
observation provides additional constraints for the χeff posterior,
there is only a marginal information gain for χp. (Kullback–Leibler
divergence between the prior and posterior distribution of 0.08 nat
[4,129,130].)
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observation provides additional constraints for the χeff posterior,
there is only a marginal information gain for χp. (Kullback–Leibler
divergence between the prior and posterior distribution of 0.08 nat
[4,129,130].)
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false-alarm rate of 1 in 140 000 years in one search [38,39]
and 1 in 27 000 years in the other search [40–44,56], clearly
identifying GW170814 as a GW signal. The difference in
significance is due to the different techniques used to rank
candidate events and measure the noise background in these
searches; however, both report a highly significant event.
The significance of GW170814 was confirmed on the full

network of three detectors by an independent coherent
analysis that targets generic gravitational-wave transients
with increasing frequency over time [55]. This more generic
search reports a false-alarm rate < 1 in 5900 years. By
comparison, when we limit this analysis to the two LIGO
detectors only, the false-alarm rate is approximately 1 in
300 years; the use of the data from Virgo improves signifi-
cance by more than an order of magnitude. Moreover, this
independent approach recovers waveforms and SNRs at the
three detectors which are compatible with respect to the
coherent analyses used to infer source properties (see Sec. V).

IV. LOCALIZATION

Some compact object mergers are thought to produce not
just GWs but also broadband electromagnetic emission.
LIGO and Virgo have been distributing low-latency alerts
and localizations of GW events to a consortium now
consisting of ground- and space-based facilities who are
searching for gamma-ray, x-ray, optical, near-infrared,
radio, and neutrino counterparts [57–59].
For the purpose of position reconstruction, the LIGO-

Virgo GW detector network can be thought of as a phased
array of antennas. Any single detector provides only
minimal position information, its slowly varying antenna

pattern favoring two broad regions perpendicular to the
plane of the detectors’ arms [60,61]. However, with a
network of detectors, sky position can be inferred by
triangulation employing the time differences [62,63], phase
differences, and amplitude ratios on arrival at the sites [64].
An initial rapid localization was performed by coherent

triangulation of the matched-filter estimates of the times,
amplitudes, and phases on arrival [65]. The localization
was then progressively refined by full coherent Bayesian
parameter estimation [66], using more sophisticated wave-
form models and treatment of calibration systematics, as
described in the next section.
The localization of GW170814 is shown in Fig. 3. For

the rapid localization from Hanford and Livingston, the
90% credible area on the sky is 1160 deg2 and shrinks to
100 deg2 when including Virgo data. The full parameter
estimation further constrains the position to a 90% credible
area of 60 deg2 centered at the maximum a posteriori
position of right ascension RA ¼ 03h11m and declination
dec ¼ −44°57m (J2000). The shift between the rapid
localization and the full parameter estimation is partly
due to the noise removal and final detector calibration,
described in the previous section, that was applied for the
full parameter estimation but not the rapid localization.
Incorporating Virgo data also reduces the luminosity

distance uncertainty from 570þ300
−230 Mpc (rapid localization)

to 540þ130
−210 Mpc (full parameter estimation). As with the

previous paragraph, the three-dimensional credible volume
and number of possible host galaxies also decreases by an
order of magnitude [67–69], from 71 × 106 Mpc3, to
3.4 × 106 Mpc3, to 2.1 × 106 Mpc3.

FIG. 3. Localization of GW170814. The rapid localization using data from the two LIGO sites is shown in yellow, with the inclusion
of data from Virgo shown in green. The full Bayesian localization is shown in purple. The contours represent the 90% credible regions.
The left panel is an orthographic projection and the inset in the center is a gnomonic projection; both are in equatorial coordinates. The
inset on the right shows the posterior probability distribution for the luminosity distance, marginalized over the whole sky.
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Figure 2
The most recent measurements of neutron-star masses. Double neutron stars (magenta), recycled pulsars
( gold ), bursters ( purple), and slow pulsars (cyan) are included.
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Figure 3
The inferred mass distributions for the different populations of neutron stars.

parameters for these distributions are the following: M 0 = 1.33 M⊙ and σ = 0.09 M⊙ for
the DNSs, M 0 = 1.54 M⊙ and σ = 0.23 M⊙ for the recycled NSs, and M 0 = 1.49 M⊙ and
σ = 0.19 M⊙ for the slow pulsars. A recent study also raised the possibility of two peaks within
the recycled MSP population, with the first peak at M = 1.39 M⊙ and a dispersion σ = 0.06 M⊙

and a second peak appearing at M = 1.81 M⊙ with a dispersion of σ = 0.18 M⊙ (Antoniadis
et al. 2016).

Among these inferred distributions, the narrowness of the DNS distribution stands out.
Although clearly not representative of NSs as a whole, as it was once thought (Thorsett &
Chakrabarty 1999), it probably points to a particular evolutionary mechanism that keeps the
masses of NSs in these systems in a narrow range. Recent discoveries, such as the DNS J0453+1559
(Deneva et al. 2013), indicate that the range of masses in DNS systems may also be wider than
previously believed: the recycled pulsar has a mass of 1.559 (5) M⊙, the heaviest known in any DNS
(Martinez et al. 2015), whereas the companion has a mass of 1.174 (4) M⊙, the smallest precisely
measured mass of any NS (we infer that the companion is an NS from the orbital eccentricity of
the system, e = 0.11251837(5), which would not arise if it had slowly evolved to a massive WD
star).

2.6. Maximum Mass of Neutron Stars
Finding the maximum mass of NSs is of particular interest in mass measurements because of its
direct implications for the NS EoSs and NS evolution. The largest NS mass can rule out the EoSs
that have maximum masses and fall below this value. The current record holder on this front is
J0348+0432 with a mass of 2.01 ± 0.04 M⊙ (Antoniadis et al. 2013).

There are also some studies of a particular class of MSPs called black widows (and their cousins
redbacks) that have suggested higher NS masses (e.g., van Kerkwijk et al. 2011). These MSPs
irradiate and ablate their very low-mass companions. Although the pulsar timing provides the
Keplerian parameters for the orbit, all other information about the masses in these systems is
obtained from the modeling of the optical light curves (to determine orbital inclination) and the
spectroscopy (to measure the mass ratio) of the companion star. Unfortunately, there are many
difficulties in obtaining accurate measurements from these ablated companions. Even when using
a model of an irradiated companion, the short timescale variability, the unevenly heated surface,
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Mass, mass ratio, spin9

FIG. 6. Posterior PDF for the e↵ective spin parameter �e↵

using the high-spin prior (top) and low-spin prior (bottom).
The four waveform models used are TaylorF2, PhenomDNRT,
PhenomPNRT, and SEOBNRT.

�p and the individual spins are extracted. For the pre-
cessing waveform PhenomPNRT used in this work, we
use 100 Hz.

As discussed previously we use two choices for priors on
component spins, a prior which allows for high spins (� 
0.89) and one which restricts to lower spin magnitudes
(�  0.05). The choice of prior has a strong impact on
our spin inferences, which in turn influences the inferred
component masses through the q–�e↵ degeneracy.

Figure 6 shows the marginalized posterior probabil-
ity distributions for �e↵ from the four waveform mod-
els, along with the high-spin and low-spin priors. For
the high-spin case we find that negative values of �e↵

are mostly excluded for all of the models, although small
negative �e↵ and negligible values are still allowed. Large
values of �e↵ are also excluded, and the 90% credi-
ble interval for PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.00, 0.10).
The uncertainty in �e↵ is reduced by nearly a factor of
two as compared with the more conservative constraint
�e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.17) reported in [3] for this prior, and
remains consistent with negligibly small spins. For the
low-spin prior, the constraints on negative values of �e↵

are nearly identical, but in this case the upper end of the
�e↵ marginal posterior is shaped by the prior distribu-
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FIG. 7. Marginalized two-dimensional posteriors for the ef-
fective spin �e↵ and mass ratio q using the PhenomPNRT
model for the high-spin prior (blue) and low-spin prior (or-
ange). The 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible regions are
shown for the joint posterior. The 90% credible interval for
�e↵ is shown by vertical lines and the 90% lower limit for q
is shown by horizontal lines. 1-D marginal distributions have
been renormalized to have equal maxima.

tion. The 90% credible interval in the low-spin case for
PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.02), which is the same
range as reported in [3] for the low-spin case.

Figure 7 shows two-dimensional marginalized pos-
teriors for q and �e↵ for PhenomPNRT, illustrating
the degeneracy between these parameters. The two-
dimensional posterior distributions are truncated at the
boundary q = 1, and when combined with the degeneracy
this causes a positive skew in the marginalized �e↵ poste-
riors, as seen in Fig. 6 [132]. Compared to the high-spin
priors, the low-spin prior on �e↵ cuts o↵ smaller values
of q, favoring nearly equal-mass systems.

While all of the models provide constraints on the ef-
fective spin, only the PhenomPNRT model provides con-
straints on the spin-precession of the binary. The top
panel of Fig. 8 shows the inferred component spin magni-
tudes and orientations for the high-spin case. In the high-
spin case, Fig. 8 shows that we rule out large spin compo-
nents aligned or anti-aligned with L, but the constraints
on in-plane spin components are weaker. As such, we
can only rule out large values for the e↵ective precession
parameter �p, as seen in the bottom panel of Fig 8, with
the upper 90th percentile at 0.53. Nevertheless, in this
case we can place bounds on the magnitudes of the com-
ponent spins; we find that the 90% upper bounds are
�1  0.50 and �2  0.61, still well above the range of
spins inferred for Galactic binary neutron stars.

7

FIG. 4. Marginalized posteriors for the binary inclination
(✓JN) and luminosity distance (DL) using a uniform-in-volume
prior (blue) and EM-constrained luminosity distance prior
(purple) [104]. The dashed and solid contours enclose the
50% and 90% credible regions respectively. Both analyses
use a low-spin prior and make use of the known location of
SSS17a. 1-D marginal distributions have been renormalized
to have equal maxima to facilitate comparison, and the ver-
tical and horizontal lines mark 90% credible intervals.

gle ✓JN = 151+15
�11 deg (low-spin) and ✓JN = 153+15

�11 deg
(high spin). This measurement is consistent for both the
high-spin and low-spin cases, since the EM measurements
constrain the source of GW170817 to higher luminosity
distances and correspondingly more face-on inclination
values. They are also consistent with the limits reported
in previous studies using afterglow measurements [108]
and combined GW and EM constraints [104, 109, 110] to
infer the inclination of the binary.

B. Masses

Owing to its low mass, most of the SNR for GW170817
comes from the inspiral phase, while the merger and
post-merger phases happen at frequencies above 1 kHz,
where LIGO and Virgo are less sensitive (Fig. 1). This
is di↵erent than the BBH systems detected so far,
e.g. GW150914 [111–114] or GW170814 [52]. The inspiral
phase evolution of a compact binary coalescence can be
written as a PN expansion, a power series in v/c, where v

is the characteristic velocity within the system [87]. The
intrinsic parameters on which the system depends enter
the expansion at di↵erent PN orders. Generally speak-
ing, parameters which enter at lower orders have a large
impact on the phase evolution, and are thus easier to
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FIG. 5. 90% credible regions for component masses using
the four waveform models for the high-spin prior (top) and
low-spin prior (bottom). The true thickness of the contour,
determined by the uncertainty in the chirp mass, is too small
to show. The points mark the edge of the 90% credible re-
gions. 1-D marginal distributions have been renormalized to
have equal maxima, and the vertical and horizontal lines give
the 90% upper and lower limits on m1 and m2, respectively.

measure using the inspiral portion of the signal.

The chirp mass M enters the phase evolution at the
lowest order, thus we expect it to be the best-constrained
among the source parameters [32, 80, 92, 93]. The mass
ratio q, and consequently the component masses, are in-
stead harder to measure due to two main factors: 1)
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measure using the inspiral portion of the signal.

The chirp mass M enters the phase evolution at the
lowest order, thus we expect it to be the best-constrained
among the source parameters [32, 80, 92, 93]. The mass
ratio q, and consequently the component masses, are in-
stead harder to measure due to two main factors: 1)
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Figure 9 shows the same quantities as Fig. 8 using the
low-spin prior. In this case we primarily constrain the
spins to lie in or above the orbital plane at the refer-
ence frequency. This is consistent with the inferences
on �e↵ , which rule out large negative values of �e↵ but
whose upper bounds are controlled by the prior distri-
bution. Meanwhile, for �p the upper 90th percentile is
at 0.04, which is nearly unchanged between the prior and
posterior distributions. The inability to place strong con-
straints on precession is consistent with an analysis re-
ported in [3] using a precessing model which neglects tidal
e↵ects [72].

D. Tidal parameters

In the post-Newtonian formalism, matter e↵ects for
non-spinning objects first enter the waveform phase at
5PN order through the tidally induced quadrupolar (` =
2) deformation [133]. The amount of deformation is de-
scribed by the dimensionless tidal deformability of each
NS, defined by ⇤ = (2/3)k2[(c2

/G)(R/m)]5, where k2 is
the dimensionless ` = 2 Love number and R is the NS
radius. These quantities depend on the NS mass m and
EOS. For spinning NSs, matter e↵ects also enter at 2PN
due to the spin-induced quadrupole moment as discussed
in Sec. II C, and of the models considered here only Phe-
nomPNRT implements this e↵ect.

We show marginalized posteriors for the tidal param-
eters ⇤1 and ⇤2 in Fig. 10 for the four waveform mod-
els. For TaylorF2, the results in this work are in general
agreement with the values reported in the detection pa-
per that also used the TaylorF2 model [3]. However, here
we used a lower starting frequency of 23 Hz instead of
30 Hz, resulting in upper bounds on ⇤1 and ⇤2 that are
⇠ 10% (for the high-spin prior) and ⇠ 20% (for the low-
spin prior) smaller than in [3]. This improvement occurs
because, although most of the tidal e↵ects occur above
several hundred Hz as shown in Fig. 2, the tidal parame-
ters still have a weak correlation with the other parame-
ters. Using more low-frequency information improves the
measurement of the other parameters, and thus decreases
correlated uncertainties in the tidal parameters.

The three waveform models that use the same NR-
Tidal prescription produce nearly identical 90% upper
limits that are ⇠ 10% smaller than those of TaylorF2.
This results because the tidal e↵ect for these models
is larger than for TaylorF2 as shown in Fig. 2, so the
tidal parameters that best fit the data will be smaller to
compensate. Including precession and the spin-induced
quadrupole moment in the PhenomPNRT model does
not noticeably change the results for the tidal parameters
compared to the other two models with the NRTidal pre-
scription. Overall, as already found in [3] the NRTidal
models have 90% upper limits that are ⇠ 20%–30% lower
than the TaylorF2 results presented.

For reference, we also show ⇤1–⇤2 contours for a rep-
resentative subset of theoretical EOS models that span
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FIG. 8. Top: Inferred spin parameters using the PhenomP-
NRT model, in the high-spin case where the dimensionless
component spin magnitudes � < 0.89. Plotted are the proba-
bility densities for the dimensionless spin components �1 and
�2 relative to the orbital angular momentum L, plotted at the
reference gravitational wave frequency of f = 100 Hz. A tilt
angle of 0� indicates alignment with L. Each pixel has equal
prior probability. Bottom: The posterior for the precession
parameter �p, plotted together with its prior distribution, also
plotted at the reference frequency of f = 100 Hz. The vertical
lines represent the 90th percentile for each distribution.

the range of plausible tidal parameters using piecewise-
polytrope fits from [134].2 The values of ⇤1 and ⇤2 are
calculated using the samples for the source-frame masses
m1 and m2 contained in the 90% credible region for Phe-
nomPNRT. The widths of these bands are determined

2 Reference [3] connected these high-density EOS fits to a sin-
gle, low-density polytrope. Here, we use the 4-piece low-density
polytrope fit described in [134]. The choice of low-density EOS
can change the curves shown here by ⇠ 5%.
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Figure 9 shows the same quantities as Fig. 8 using the
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ters. Using more low-frequency information improves the
measurement of the other parameters, and thus decreases
correlated uncertainties in the tidal parameters.

The three waveform models that use the same NR-
Tidal prescription produce nearly identical 90% upper
limits that are ⇠ 10% smaller than those of TaylorF2.
This results because the tidal e↵ect for these models
is larger than for TaylorF2 as shown in Fig. 2, so the
tidal parameters that best fit the data will be smaller to
compensate. Including precession and the spin-induced
quadrupole moment in the PhenomPNRT model does
not noticeably change the results for the tidal parameters
compared to the other two models with the NRTidal pre-
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bility densities for the dimensionless spin components �1 and
�2 relative to the orbital angular momentum L, plotted at the
reference gravitational wave frequency of f = 100 Hz. A tilt
angle of 0� indicates alignment with L. Each pixel has equal
prior probability. Bottom: The posterior for the precession
parameter �p, plotted together with its prior distribution, also
plotted at the reference frequency of f = 100 Hz. The vertical
lines represent the 90th percentile for each distribution.

the range of plausible tidal parameters using piecewise-
polytrope fits from [134].2 The values of ⇤1 and ⇤2 are
calculated using the samples for the source-frame masses
m1 and m2 contained in the 90% credible region for Phe-
nomPNRT. The widths of these bands are determined

2 Reference [3] connected these high-density EOS fits to a sin-
gle, low-density polytrope. Here, we use the 4-piece low-density
polytrope fit described in [134]. The choice of low-density EOS
can change the curves shown here by ⇠ 5%.
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FIG. 6. Posterior PDF for the e↵ective spin parameter �e↵

using the high-spin prior (top) and low-spin prior (bottom).
The four waveform models used are TaylorF2, PhenomDNRT,
PhenomPNRT, and SEOBNRT.

�p and the individual spins are extracted. For the pre-
cessing waveform PhenomPNRT used in this work, we
use 100 Hz.

As discussed previously we use two choices for priors on
component spins, a prior which allows for high spins (� 
0.89) and one which restricts to lower spin magnitudes
(�  0.05). The choice of prior has a strong impact on
our spin inferences, which in turn influences the inferred
component masses through the q–�e↵ degeneracy.

Figure 6 shows the marginalized posterior probabil-
ity distributions for �e↵ from the four waveform mod-
els, along with the high-spin and low-spin priors. For
the high-spin case we find that negative values of �e↵

are mostly excluded for all of the models, although small
negative �e↵ and negligible values are still allowed. Large
values of �e↵ are also excluded, and the 90% credi-
ble interval for PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.00, 0.10).
The uncertainty in �e↵ is reduced by nearly a factor of
two as compared with the more conservative constraint
�e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.17) reported in [3] for this prior, and
remains consistent with negligibly small spins. For the
low-spin prior, the constraints on negative values of �e↵

are nearly identical, but in this case the upper end of the
�e↵ marginal posterior is shaped by the prior distribu-

FIG. 7. Marginalized two-dimensional posteriors for the ef-
fective spin �e↵ and mass ratio q using the PhenomPNRT
model for the high-spin prior (blue) and low-spin prior (or-
ange). The 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible regions are
shown for the joint posterior. The 90% credible interval for
�e↵ is shown by vertical lines and the 90% lower limit for q
is shown by horizontal lines. 1-D marginal distributions have
been renormalized to have equal maxima.

tion. The 90% credible interval in the low-spin case for
PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.02), which is the same
range as reported in [3] for the low-spin case.

Figure 7 shows two-dimensional marginalized pos-
teriors for q and �e↵ for PhenomPNRT, illustrating
the degeneracy between these parameters. The two-
dimensional posterior distributions are truncated at the
boundary q = 1, and when combined with the degeneracy
this causes a positive skew in the marginalized �e↵ poste-
riors, as seen in Fig. 6 [132]. Compared to the high-spin
priors, the low-spin prior on �e↵ cuts o↵ smaller values
of q, favoring nearly equal-mass systems.

While all of the models provide constraints on the ef-
fective spin, only the PhenomPNRT model provides con-
straints on the spin-precession of the binary. The top
panel of Fig. 8 shows the inferred component spin magni-
tudes and orientations for the high-spin case. In the high-
spin case, Fig. 8 shows that we rule out large spin compo-
nents aligned or anti-aligned with L, but the constraints
on in-plane spin components are weaker. As such, we
can only rule out large values for the e↵ective precession
parameter �p, as seen in the bottom panel of Fig 8, with
the upper 90th percentile at 0.53. Nevertheless, in this
case we can place bounds on the magnitudes of the com-
ponent spins; we find that the 90% upper bounds are
�1  0.50 and �2  0.61, still well above the range of
spins inferred for Galactic binary neutron stars.
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Tidal deformability
• New analysis with cleaned data, better waveforms [LVC 1805.11579]

• Tighter constraints on tidal deformability 

• Spin prior feeds into mass uncertainty -> different masses and compactness results 

• See 1805.11581 for further analysis of EOS and compactness
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FIG. 9. Inferred spin parameters using the PhenomPNRT
model as in Fig. 8, but in the low-spin case where the dimen-
sionless component spin magnitudes � < 0.05. The posterior
probability densities for the dimensionless spin components
and for �p are plotted at the reference gravitational wave fre-
quency of f = 100 Hz.

by the small uncertainty in chirp mass. The lengths of
these bands are determined by the uncertainty in mass
ratio. They have most of their support near the ⇤1 = ⇤2

line corresponding to the equal mass case, and end at the
90% lower limit for the mass ratio. The predicted values
of the tidal parameters for the EOSs MS1, MS1b, and H4
lie well outside of the 90% credible region for both the
low-spin and high-spin priors, and for all waveform mod-
els. This can be compared to Fig. 5 of [3] where H4 was
still marginally consistent with the 90% credible region.

The leading tidal contribution to the GW phase evo-
lution is a mass-weighted linear combination of the two
tidal parameters ⇤̃ [135]. It first appears at 5PN order
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FIG. 10. PDFs for the tidal deformability parameters ⇤1 and
⇤2 using the high-spin (top) and low-spin (bottom) priors.
The blue shading is the PDF for the precessing waveform
PhenomPNRT. The 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible
regions are shown for the four waveform models. The seven
black curves are the tidal parameters for the seven represen-
tative EOS models using the masses estimated with the Phe-
nomPNRT model, ending at the ⇤1 = ⇤2 boundary.

and is defined such that ⇤̃ = ⇤1 = ⇤2 when m1 = m2:

⇤̃ =
16

13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

(m1 + m2)5
. (5)

In Fig. 11 we show marginalized posteriors of ⇤̃ for the
two spin priors and four waveform models. Because we
used flat priors for ⇤1 and ⇤2, the prior for ⇤̃, and thus
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Sky localisation
MMA — LIGO-P1700294-V4 5

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the
90% credible regions from LIGO (190 deg2, light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2, dark green), IPN triangulation from the
time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light blue), and Fermi GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy
NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hours after the merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days
prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

Chile about 10 hours after the merger with an altitude above
the horizon of about 45 degrees.

The One-Meter, Two-Hemisphere (1M2H) team was the
first to discover and announce (Aug 18 01:05 UTC; Coul-
ter et al. 2017a) a bright optical transient in an i-band im-
age acquired on Aug 17 at 23:33 UTC (tc+10.87 hr) with the
1 m Swope telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile.
The team used an observing strategy (Gehrels et al. 2016)
that targeted known galaxies (from White et al. 2011) in the
three-dimensional LIGO-Virgo localization taking into ac-
count the galaxy stellar mass and star-formation rate (Coulter
et al. 2017). The transient, designated Swope Supernova Sur-
vey 2017a (SSS17a), was i = 17.057± 0.018 mag5 (Aug 17
23:33 UTC, tc+10.87 hr) and did not match any known aster-
oids or supernovae. SSS17a (now with the IAU designation
AT2017gfo) was located at ↵(J2000.0) = 13h09m48s.085±

5 All apparent magnitudes are AB and corrected for the Galactic extinc-
tion in the direction of SSS17a (E(B � V ) = 0.109 mag; Schlafly &
Finkbeiner 2011).

0.018, �(J2000.0) = �23�2205300.343±0.218 at a projected
distance of 10.600 from the center of NGC 4993, an early-
type galaxy in the ESO 508 group at a distance of ' 40 Mpc
(Tully-Fisher distance from Freedman et al. 2001), consistent
with the gravitational-wave luminosity distance (The LIGO
Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017b).

Five other teams took images of the transient within an
hour of the 1M2H image (and before the SSS17a announce-
ment) using different observational strategies to search the
LIGO-Virgo sky localization region. They reported their dis-
covery of the same optical transient in a sequence of GCNs:
the Dark Energy Camera (01:15 UTC; Allam et al. 2017),
the Distance Less Than 40 Mpc survey (01:41 UTC; Yang
et al. 2017a), Las Cumbres Observatory (04:07 UTC; Ar-
cavi et al. 2017a), the Visible and Infrared Survey Tele-
scope for Astronomy (05:04 UTC; Tanvir et al. 2017a),
and MASTER (05:38 UTC; Lipunov et al. 2017a). Inde-
pendent searches were also carried out by the Rapid Eye
Mount (REM-GRAWITA, optical, 02:00 UTC; Melandri
et al. 2017a), Swift UVOT/XRT (utraviolet, 07:24 UTC;
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Hierarchical models: 
combining events



Hierarchical Models
• Inference from multiple events 

about parameters affecting all 
events, e.g. 

• Common parameters: Tests 
of General Relativity, Neutron 
Star EOS 

• Population parameters: 
Rate, BH mass function, spin 
distributions, … 

• Selection effects are important!
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FIG. 7. Recovering the true mass ratio and �e↵ dis-
tribution: A comparison between the underlying distribu-
tion (white contours) and the posterior predictive distribution
(solid contours) for the marginal mass ratio and spin distri-
bution. Both lines and colors correspond to the same contour
levels for the two-dimensional marginal distribution in q,�e↵ .

posterior inferences derived from GW data, provided by
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration. For O2 events, we
adapt the procedure applied above and described in Ap-
pendix A to generate synthetic posterior distributions
which closely resemble the reported parameter estimates
for mass and �e↵ . For simplicity and to enable a con-
crete illustration of our method using real data, we will
produce estimates under the (unwarranted) assumption
that reported O2 results available to date represent a
comprehensive and fair sample of binary black holes seen
during LIGO’s O2 observing run. In these estimates,
we assume O1 and O2 share a common sensitive volume
V as estimated in Section IIC, with observing duration
TO1 = 48.6 days [4] and TO2 = 117 days [84]. Keeping in
mind model systematics like the omission of a salient fea-
ture in the mass distribution can demonstrably strongly
bias recovered model parameters [19, 20], as well as sam-
ple incompleteness for our O2-scale analysis, in Table II
we provide our inferences about the O1 and O2 popula-
tion within the context of the fiducial BBH population
model described in Section III B. For O2 in particular, we
emphasize the simplified V T and non-final sample used in
that analysis, which is provided solely for illustration and
to connect to previously-published investigations about
O2-scale events [19, 22, 30]; applying our methods to fi-
nal O2 results with real samples and carefully calibrated
V T could produce substantially di↵erent astrophysical
conclusions.

Figure 9 shows our best estimates for the merger rate
of BH-BH binaries of di↵erent mass, inferred within the
context of the model described in Table I and demon-
strated on synthetic data in Section III B. Naturally,
we estimate an overall BH-BH merger rate and mass

FIG. 8. Inferred spin distribution derived from syn-
thetic BBH observations: The top panel show our infer-
ences about the total BH spin; the bottom panel show our
inferences about BH spin-orbit misalignment. In the left pan-
els, the dotted line shows the underlying distribution, while
the solid line and shaded regions show the median recovered
parameter distribution. To a first approximation, the con-
straints on spin magnitude and misalignment are as needed
for the population model to reproduce the mass and �e↵ dis-
tribution of the underlying population as shown in Figure
III B.

distribution consistent with previously reported results
[4]. Using a Je↵ries’ prior for the merger rate, we find
R = 122+291

�96
Gpc�3yr�1 based on O1. For O2, we find

uncertainty in the event rate is reduced by roughly a fac-
tor of two, both through reduced Poisson error (e.g., six
instead of three events) and through sharper constraints
on the mass distribution (e.g., reducing prospects for a
large maximum mass). Our result for O1 is more conser-
vative (wider) than the power-law result reported previ-
ously in Abbott et al [4], 97+135

�67
Gpc�3yr�1, because we

employ a more flexible model and therefore incorporate
more model systematics, notably including the correla-

Wysocki+ 1805.06442
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• Spins are zero both in injections and templates,
and we compare results for an injected mass dis-
tribution that is uniform on [1, 2]M� with what
one gets with a Gaussian mass distribution that
has µm = 1.35M� and �m = 0.05M�. However,
for the templates we do not assume knowledge of
the astrophysical mass distribution, sticking to a
uniform mass prior on [1, 2]M�.

• Next we specialize to the Gaussian injected mass
distribution, and switch on spins. In the injected
waveforms, the latter are drawn from Gaussian dis-
tributions with zero mean and �� = 0.02, while in
the templates the priors for the spins are uniform
on [�0.1, 0.1].

We stress again that for analysis purposes we will not
assume knowledge of the astrophysical mass distribution,
and we will use a prior on the component masses that is
uniform on the interval [1, 2]M�. As we shall see, sig-
nificant biases will appear in the estimation of c0. These
can be traced back to this flat prior. As demonstrated
in the Appendix, if we had exact knowledge of the astro-
physical mass distribution and could use that as a prior
instead, the biases would go away.

1. Zero spins; flat versus Gaussian distribution of

component masses

Let us start with the case of zero spins, and a uniform
mass distribution. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the me-
dians and 95% confidence intervals in the measurement of
c0 as information from an increasing number of detected
sources is combined, the injected EOS in turn being MS1,
H4, and SQM3. We see that a clean separation between
posterior densities occurs after ⇠ 50 sources have be-
come available, and uncertainties of ⇠ 10% are reached
as the number of detections goes towards 100. This can
be compared with Fig. 1 of our earlier paper [25], where
the separation also happens around ⇠ 50 sources, but
⇠ 10% errors are arrived at somewhat sooner than here.
We recall that in that work, tidal e↵ects were only taken
to 1PN order; on the other hand, waveforms were termi-
nated at the LSO frequency rather than at the minimum
of the LSO and contact frequencies. The earlier termina-
tion of signal waveforms in the present paper leads to a
smaller number of cycles, and somewhat less information
about the EOS is available.

In Fig. 9, we show results for zero spins, and this time a
Gaussian distribution for the injected component masses.
A good separation between MS1, H4, and SQM3 does not
occur until ⇠ 150 sources have become available, and
large systematic biases appear. As explained below, this
is related to the continued use of a flat prior on the com-
ponent masses, a distribution which now has a significant
mismatch with the astrophysical one. The e↵ect of the
mass prior is further investigated in the Appendix.

FIG. 8: Evolution of the medians and 95% confidence inter-
vals in the measurement of c0 = �(m0), the tidal deformabil-
ity at the reference mass m0 = 1.35M�, for the cases where
the injected EOS is MS1, H4, or SQM3. Both in the injec-
tions and the templates, spins are set to zero, and the injected
mass distribution is uniform on the interval [1, 2]M�.

FIG. 9: The same as in Fig. 8, but this time the signals have
component masses drawn from a strongly peaked Gaussian
distribution; on the other hand, the prior distribution for the
masses used in the analysis of the data is still taken to be
uniform on [1, 2]M�. Note how large systematic errors ap-
pear. The e↵ect of the mass prior is further investigated in
the Appendix.

2. Gaussian mass distribution, non-zero spins

We now focus on the case of a Gaussian distribution for
the injected component masses, and also switch on spins,
which are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and �� = 0.02. We also allow for spins in the tem-
plate waveforms, with a prior distribution that is uniform
on [�0.1, 0.1], to reflect the ignorance of the true distri-
bution of spins that we will have in reality. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. As in the non-spinning case with
the same injected mass distribution, there are system-
atic biases. Having to estimate the spins as additional
parameters also increases the statistical errors, because
of the larger dimensionality of the parameter space to be

Agathos+ 2015
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Hierarchical Models

• Goal: Extract information 
about some population 
parameter 𝛾 from N 
detected events with 
data d and nuisance 
parameters 𝜃 

•

Global Model 
[γ]

Source 
Model 

[θ1]

Source 
Model 

[θ2]

p(�|N, {d1, d2, ...}) / p(�|I)p(N |�)
NY

i

p(di|�, detection)
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Selection effects
• In general, the number of detected sources N can be affected by the source properties 

• e.g. Large masses -> larger distances 

• We are interested in the astrophysical distribution not the observed distribution 

• Must account for selection effects!

p(N |�) = p(N |N̂)p(N̂ |�) = N̂(�)Ne�N̂(�)

N !
<latexit sha1_base64="fJjBOYbcQS2wdrK5KNseB13N/qQ=">AAACPnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1Cu7AkIuhGKLpxFSrYCzRtmEwn7dDJhZmJUGLezY3gK/gCbkTcKLh0mmZhWw8M/PP95zBzfjdiVEjDeNWWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXX1vvynCmGPSwCELedtFgjAakIakkpF2xAnyXUZa7uhm4rceCBc0DO7lOCJdHw0C6lGMpEKO7kRl69EeIN9HFXgFs9sQycRKK1E5V3982+MIJzkv57xnQdJLTudomibWUeroJaNqZAUXhZmLEsir7ugvdj/EsU8CiRkSomMakewmiEuKGUmLdixIhPAIDUiSrZ/CE4X60Au5OoGEGZ3pQ74QY99VnT6SQzHvTeB/XieW3mU3oUEUSxLg6UNezKAM4SRL2KecYMnGSiDMqfohxEOkEpIq8aJa3ZxfdFE0z6qm0nfnpdp1HkIBHIJjUAYmuAA1cAvqoAEweAbv4At8a0/am/ahfU5bl7R85gDMlPbzC5v0rf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fJjBOYbcQS2wdrK5KNseB13N/qQ=">AAACPnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1Cu7AkIuhGKLpxFSrYCzRtmEwn7dDJhZmJUGLezY3gK/gCbkTcKLh0mmZhWw8M/PP95zBzfjdiVEjDeNWWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXX1vvynCmGPSwCELedtFgjAakIakkpF2xAnyXUZa7uhm4rceCBc0DO7lOCJdHw0C6lGMpEKO7kRl69EeIN9HFXgFs9sQycRKK1E5V3982+MIJzkv57xnQdJLTudomibWUeroJaNqZAUXhZmLEsir7ugvdj/EsU8CiRkSomMakewmiEuKGUmLdixIhPAIDUiSrZ/CE4X60Au5OoGEGZ3pQ74QY99VnT6SQzHvTeB/XieW3mU3oUEUSxLg6UNezKAM4SRL2KecYMnGSiDMqfohxEOkEpIq8aJa3ZxfdFE0z6qm0nfnpdp1HkIBHIJjUAYmuAA1cAvqoAEweAbv4At8a0/am/ahfU5bl7R85gDMlPbzC5v0rf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fJjBOYbcQS2wdrK5KNseB13N/qQ=">AAACPnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1Cu7AkIuhGKLpxFSrYCzRtmEwn7dDJhZmJUGLezY3gK/gCbkTcKLh0mmZhWw8M/PP95zBzfjdiVEjDeNWWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXX1vvynCmGPSwCELedtFgjAakIakkpF2xAnyXUZa7uhm4rceCBc0DO7lOCJdHw0C6lGMpEKO7kRl69EeIN9HFXgFs9sQycRKK1E5V3982+MIJzkv57xnQdJLTudomibWUeroJaNqZAUXhZmLEsir7ugvdj/EsU8CiRkSomMakewmiEuKGUmLdixIhPAIDUiSrZ/CE4X60Au5OoGEGZ3pQ74QY99VnT6SQzHvTeB/XieW3mU3oUEUSxLg6UNezKAM4SRL2KecYMnGSiDMqfohxEOkEpIq8aJa3ZxfdFE0z6qm0nfnpdp1HkIBHIJjUAYmuAA1cAvqoAEweAbv4At8a0/am/ahfU5bl7R85gDMlPbzC5v0rf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fJjBOYbcQS2wdrK5KNseB13N/qQ=">AAACPnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1Cu7AkIuhGKLpxFSrYCzRtmEwn7dDJhZmJUGLezY3gK/gCbkTcKLh0mmZhWw8M/PP95zBzfjdiVEjDeNWWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXX1vvynCmGPSwCELedtFgjAakIakkpF2xAnyXUZa7uhm4rceCBc0DO7lOCJdHw0C6lGMpEKO7kRl69EeIN9HFXgFs9sQycRKK1E5V3982+MIJzkv57xnQdJLTudomibWUeroJaNqZAUXhZmLEsir7ugvdj/EsU8CiRkSomMakewmiEuKGUmLdixIhPAIDUiSrZ/CE4X60Au5OoGEGZ3pQ74QY99VnT6SQzHvTeB/XieW3mU3oUEUSxLg6UNezKAM4SRL2KecYMnGSiDMqfohxEOkEpIq8aJa3ZxfdFE0z6qm0nfnpdp1HkIBHIJjUAYmuAA1cAvqoAEweAbv4At8a0/am/ahfU5bl7R85gDMlPbzC5v0rf4=</latexit>

N̂ =

Z
@kN̂(�)

@~✓
d~✓

=

Z
@kNastro(�)

@~✓
p(detection|✓)d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="hom56dJZD1FZkPbyQe1oq80oTNE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hom56dJZD1FZkPbyQe1oq80oTNE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hom56dJZD1FZkPbyQe1oq80oTNE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hom56dJZD1FZkPbyQe1oq80oTNE=">AAACkXicfVFda9RAFJ3Er3ZbdbUvBV8Gl5btS0lEUB+URR8sCKWC2xY663IzudkddiYJMzeFJeZP+Sv8C/4bJ7uhpa16YZjDOXfuvedOUmrlKIp+B+G9+w8ePtrY7G1tP37ytP/s+akrKitxLAtd2PMEHGqV45gUaTwvLYJJNJ4li0+tfnaJ1qki/0bLEicGZrnKlATy1LT/U8yB6uNm/71QOXGRWZC1KMGSAv190alDMQNj4KC5ksQlSkFzJGjSa8yF6P2jEj+e1uDIFv8vVg6FAZpbU6dIKNshmx9r7SBd39P+IDqMVsHvgrgDA9bFybT/S6SFrAzmJDU4dxFHJU3qtrfU2PRE5bAEuYAZ1quNNnzPUynPCuuPN7Nib+SBcW5pEp/Zjutuay35N+2iouztpFZ5WRHmct0oqzSngrffw1NlvWu99ACkVX5CLufgV0n+E3veenzb6F1w+uow9vjr68HoY7eEDfaCvWRDFrM3bMSO2AkbMxnsBh+Cz8FRuBO+C0dhlxsG3ZsddiPCL38AuQrLxA==</latexit>

Poisson statistics on 
observed number N

Observed distribution 
is astrophysical 

distribution filtered 
by detection probability



Use of single event samples
• Global event likelihood factorises into single-event likelihoods 

• Each event has nuisance parameters 𝜃 which may depend on 
the population parameters 𝛾 

• Can use samples from likelihood to evaluate the integral

p({d1, d2, ...}|�) =
NY

i

p(di|�)
<latexit sha1_base64="u8IK0YKGfBJ/Xyro/DP4T1KOZQU=">AAACEHicbVDdSsMwGE39nfOv6qU3wSFMGKUdgt4IQ2+8kgnuB9ZZ0jTdwtI2JKkw6l7CG1/FGxFvVHwD38Zsqxfb/CDkcM75SM7xOaNS2faPsbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/tNmaQCkwZOWCLaPpKE0Zg0FFWMtLkgKPIZafmDq7HeeiBC0iS+U0NOuhHqxTSkGClNeabDy24WeE4l8KoVy7Lc0aPbQ1GETi5cLpLAo/c3kJf1/cd7Zsm27MnAReDkoATyqXvmlxskOI1IrDBDUnYcm6tuhoSimJFR0U0l4QgPUI9kk0AjeKypAIaJ0CdWcMLO+FAk5TDytTNCqi/ntTH5n9ZJVXjezWjMU0ViPH0oTBlUCRy3AwMqCFZsqAHCguofQtxHAmGlOyzq6M580EXQrFqOxrenpdplXkIBHIIjUAYOOAM1cA3qoAEweAav4AN8Gk/Gi/FmvE+tS0a+cwBmxvj+BdpPmwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8IK0YKGfBJ/Xyro/DP4T1KOZQU=">AAACEHicbVDdSsMwGE39nfOv6qU3wSFMGKUdgt4IQ2+8kgnuB9ZZ0jTdwtI2JKkw6l7CG1/FGxFvVHwD38Zsqxfb/CDkcM75SM7xOaNS2faPsbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/tNmaQCkwZOWCLaPpKE0Zg0FFWMtLkgKPIZafmDq7HeeiBC0iS+U0NOuhHqxTSkGClNeabDy24WeE4l8KoVy7Lc0aPbQ1GETi5cLpLAo/c3kJf1/cd7Zsm27MnAReDkoATyqXvmlxskOI1IrDBDUnYcm6tuhoSimJFR0U0l4QgPUI9kk0AjeKypAIaJ0CdWcMLO+FAk5TDytTNCqi/ntTH5n9ZJVXjezWjMU0ViPH0oTBlUCRy3AwMqCFZsqAHCguofQtxHAmGlOyzq6M580EXQrFqOxrenpdplXkIBHIIjUAYOOAM1cA3qoAEweAav4AN8Gk/Gi/FmvE+tS0a+cwBmxvj+BdpPmwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8IK0YKGfBJ/Xyro/DP4T1KOZQU=">AAACEHicbVDdSsMwGE39nfOv6qU3wSFMGKUdgt4IQ2+8kgnuB9ZZ0jTdwtI2JKkw6l7CG1/FGxFvVHwD38Zsqxfb/CDkcM75SM7xOaNS2faPsbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/tNmaQCkwZOWCLaPpKE0Zg0FFWMtLkgKPIZafmDq7HeeiBC0iS+U0NOuhHqxTSkGClNeabDy24WeE4l8KoVy7Lc0aPbQ1GETi5cLpLAo/c3kJf1/cd7Zsm27MnAReDkoATyqXvmlxskOI1IrDBDUnYcm6tuhoSimJFR0U0l4QgPUI9kk0AjeKypAIaJ0CdWcMLO+FAk5TDytTNCqi/ntTH5n9ZJVXjezWjMU0ViPH0oTBlUCRy3AwMqCFZsqAHCguofQtxHAmGlOyzq6M580EXQrFqOxrenpdplXkIBHIIjUAYOOAM1cA3qoAEweAav4AN8Gk/Gi/FmvE+tS0a+cwBmxvj+BdpPmwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u8IK0YKGfBJ/Xyro/DP4T1KOZQU=">AAACEHicbVDdSsMwGE39nfOv6qU3wSFMGKUdgt4IQ2+8kgnuB9ZZ0jTdwtI2JKkw6l7CG1/FGxFvVHwD38Zsqxfb/CDkcM75SM7xOaNS2faPsbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/tNmaQCkwZOWCLaPpKE0Zg0FFWMtLkgKPIZafmDq7HeeiBC0iS+U0NOuhHqxTSkGClNeabDy24WeE4l8KoVy7Lc0aPbQ1GETi5cLpLAo/c3kJf1/cd7Zsm27MnAReDkoATyqXvmlxskOI1IrDBDUnYcm6tuhoSimJFR0U0l4QgPUI9kk0AjeKypAIaJ0CdWcMLO+FAk5TDytTNCqi/ntTH5n9ZJVXjezWjMU0ViPH0oTBlUCRy3AwMqCFZsqAHCguofQtxHAmGlOyzq6M580EXQrFqOxrenpdplXkIBHIIjUAYOOAM1cA3qoAEweAav4AN8Gk/Gi/FmvE+tS0a+cwBmxvj+BdpPmwE=</latexit>

p(di|�) =
Z

p(di|✓)p(✓|�)d✓
<latexit sha1_base64="/jRV7PzrIS+xTuMIsz27XSxRw+o=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoN2VGhLoRim5cVrAP6JQhk8m0oZkHyR2h1P6HG3/FjYguFNz6N6adcdHWA4GTc0/IPcdLBFdgWT9GYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPzAPj9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOb2bzzwKTicXQP44T1QzKIeMApAS25Zj2p+C5/dAYkDEn1yuER4FyCIQNSTSoZ+bP42dU1y1bNmgOvEjsnZZSj6Zofjh/TNGQRUEGU6tlWAv0JkcCpYNOSkyqWEDoiAzaZx5riMy35OIilPnqtubrgI6FS49DTzpDAUC3PZuJ/s14KwWV/wqMkBRbR7KMgFRhiPOsI+1wyCmKsCaGS6w0xHRJJKOgmSzq6vRx0lbTPa7bmdxflxnVeQhGdoFNUQTaqowa6RU3UQhQ9o1f0ib6MJ+PFeDPeM2vByN8cowUY37/vpJ8H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jRV7PzrIS+xTuMIsz27XSxRw+o=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoN2VGhLoRim5cVrAP6JQhk8m0oZkHyR2h1P6HG3/FjYguFNz6N6adcdHWA4GTc0/IPcdLBFdgWT9GYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPzAPj9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOb2bzzwKTicXQP44T1QzKIeMApAS25Zj2p+C5/dAYkDEn1yuER4FyCIQNSTSoZ+bP42dU1y1bNmgOvEjsnZZSj6Zofjh/TNGQRUEGU6tlWAv0JkcCpYNOSkyqWEDoiAzaZx5riMy35OIilPnqtubrgI6FS49DTzpDAUC3PZuJ/s14KwWV/wqMkBRbR7KMgFRhiPOsI+1wyCmKsCaGS6w0xHRJJKOgmSzq6vRx0lbTPa7bmdxflxnVeQhGdoFNUQTaqowa6RU3UQhQ9o1f0ib6MJ+PFeDPeM2vByN8cowUY37/vpJ8H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jRV7PzrIS+xTuMIsz27XSxRw+o=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoN2VGhLoRim5cVrAP6JQhk8m0oZkHyR2h1P6HG3/FjYguFNz6N6adcdHWA4GTc0/IPcdLBFdgWT9GYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPzAPj9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOb2bzzwKTicXQP44T1QzKIeMApAS25Zj2p+C5/dAYkDEn1yuER4FyCIQNSTSoZ+bP42dU1y1bNmgOvEjsnZZSj6Zofjh/TNGQRUEGU6tlWAv0JkcCpYNOSkyqWEDoiAzaZx5riMy35OIilPnqtubrgI6FS49DTzpDAUC3PZuJ/s14KwWV/wqMkBRbR7KMgFRhiPOsI+1wyCmKsCaGS6w0xHRJJKOgmSzq6vRx0lbTPa7bmdxflxnVeQhGdoFNUQTaqowa6RU3UQhQ9o1f0ib6MJ+PFeDPeM2vByN8cowUY37/vpJ8H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jRV7PzrIS+xTuMIsz27XSxRw+o=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoN2VGhLoRim5cVrAP6JQhk8m0oZkHyR2h1P6HG3/FjYguFNz6N6adcdHWA4GTc0/IPcdLBFdgWT9GYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPzAPj9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOb2bzzwKTicXQP44T1QzKIeMApAS25Zj2p+C5/dAYkDEn1yuER4FyCIQNSTSoZ+bP42dU1y1bNmgOvEjsnZZSj6Zofjh/TNGQRUEGU6tlWAv0JkcCpYNOSkyqWEDoiAzaZx5riMy35OIilPnqtubrgI6FS49DTzpDAUC3PZuJ/s14KwWV/wqMkBRbR7KMgFRhiPOsI+1wyCmKsCaGS6w0xHRJJKOgmSzq6vRx0lbTPa7bmdxflxnVeQhGdoFNUQTaqowa6RU3UQhQ9o1f0ib6MJ+PFeDPeM2vByN8cowUY37/vpJ8H</latexit>

p(di|�) = hp(✓|�)ip(di|✓)

⇡ 1

Nsamps

NsampsX

i

p(✓i|�)
<latexit sha1_base64="h9FrdsPba+mviZMH2xAJJGcf9S4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h9FrdsPba+mviZMH2xAJJGcf9S4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h9FrdsPba+mviZMH2xAJJGcf9S4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h9FrdsPba+mviZMH2xAJJGcf9S4=">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</latexit>



Example: Anisotropy of BBHs?
• Question: How are BBHs distributed over the sky? 

• Isotropic: p(Ω|I)=1/(4π) 

• Anisotropic: p(Ω∈pixeli | ai) ∝ai 

• Need to know: 

• Source locations: PE samples 

• Selection function: Detector sensitivity (time-dependent)
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with the product ranging over all of N pixel weights.

2.3. Likelihood

Employing the chain rule (eq. 2) the likelihood can be split into so called number and event likelihood respectively,
where the product ranges over all the samples:

P (Nobs, {xj} | ~a, I) = P (Nobs | ~a, I)P ({xj} | ~a, D, I)

= P (Nobs | ~a, I)
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j

P (xj | ~a, D, I) . (7)

Since we are working with posterior samples all events have been detected and we do not need to concern ourselves
with their dependance on the SNR etc. and P (D | xj , . . .) = 1 for all samples. Given that all samples are independent,
equation (7) can be expressed as a product ranging over all samples. Furthermore, the number likelihood is a Poisson
process, thus we can use the marginalisation rule (eq. 3) to introduce the expected number of detections bN :

P (Nobs | ~ai, I) =
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bN | ~ai, I

⌘
d bN.

The first term on the right hand side of the equation above is the Poisson probability of Nobs given the expected
number, bN . The second term, the probability density function of the expected number, will take form of the Dirac
delta function at bN = bN (~a),

P (Nobs | ~ai, I) = P
⇣
Nobs | bN = bN (~a) , I

⌘
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bN (~a)Nobs
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The expected number of detections was assumed to be the product of the number of BBH mergers within the volume
of interest over the period of LIGO’s observing runs times the integral of the probability density of events over the
sky area and distance (could be interpreted as the fraction of astrophysical events that we expect to observe):
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where the distance was marginalised out in the last step by equation (3) and p (D | ⌦, I) is the probability density
function of detection as a function of sky position averaged over the times when the interferometers were operating.
The event likelihood in equation (7) can be expressed using the Bayes’s theorem (eq. 1) as
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by Monte Carlo approximating the integral in the numerator and marginalising out distance in the expression in the
denominator. In this case, the probability of detection function is taken to be the value at the time of detection of an
event.
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where the distance was marginalised out in the last step by equation (3) and p (D | ⌦, I) is the probability density
function of detection as a function of sky position averaged over the times when the interferometers were operating.
The event likelihood in equation (7) can be expressed using the Bayes’s theorem (eq. 1) as
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by Monte Carlo approximating the integral in the numerator and marginalising out distance in the expression in the
denominator. In this case, the probability of detection function is taken to be the value at the time of detection of an
event.
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4.2. Anisotropic model

As mentioned in the previous section we estimated the pixel weights using the nested sampling algorithm CPNest
[5]. The algorithm produced ⇠ 10 000 samples for each pixel weight sampled from the posterior as well as estimating
the hyper-volume (evidence) of the posterior probability density function. Fig. 6 shows the histogram of rates of the
BBH mergers from the posterior samples, being a wide distribution partially overlapping with the estimated rate in
the isotropic model. The mean of the distribution of Rani was calculated as a simple arithmetic mean.

FIG. 6: Histogram of the rates of BBH mergers sampled
from the posterior, assuming the anisotropic model

lnZ�1
ani = � 56.06,

bRani = 34.23± 9.90Gpc�3yr�1.

Given that the sampler produced a great number of samples it is worth looking at the mean value of each pixel
as plotted in Fig. 7. Two pixels were picked up to be exceptionally bright, corresponding to the pixels with highest
count of samples (Fig. 1). However, the ratio of the highest and lowest pixel weights is ⇠ 5, whereas in the Fig. 1
this max-min ratio corresponds to ⇠ 560, illustrating by how much the selection function assisted in closing the gap
after performing a simple samples count.

(a) (b)

FIG. 7: A mean map of pixel weights and the corresponding standard deviation on each pixel

Above in Fig. 7 is shown the mean and the standard deviation of each pixel. The standard deviation shows that
individual maps of samples vary wildly from each other since in some cases the STD is comparable to the mean pixel
value, while being slightly less in others. This suggests that the values of the likelihood function vary wildly as well
(illustrated in Fig. 8, along with the histogram of the prior function) and that there might be no sharp peak in the
12-dimensional distribution.

Posterior on pixel intensity
log Z

Isotropic -44.6

Anisotropic -56.1

log Bayes 
Factor

ISO/ANISO
11.5

Isotropic:Pixel = 100,000:1
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FIG. 10. Cumulative number of (simulated) events detected in LIGO ER4 engineering run data vs. threshold search detection
statistic ⇢c. Black steps indicate the search results, with ±

p
N bands indicating expected counting fluctuations. The red and

blue lines indicate power-law models of signal and noise distributions, respectively. The dotted grey lines indicate empirical
estimates of the noise distribution from each of 3 disjoint analysis periods, showing that the background model p(⇢c|⌘i =
B) / ⇢�54.8

c is su�ciently accurate in the range of interest. The cyan dashed lines show the total expected number of events
(signal+noise) as a 90% credible band.

modes, for non-spinning binary components. The intended astrophysical rate corresponding to the injected merger
signals was 5 Gpc�3yr�1.3

We searched the data for signals using the pycbc [5, 32, 40, 41] pipeline to cover binary mergers of non-spinning
components with masses between 3 and 50 M�; this range also defined the prior for parameter estimation performed
on each event using LALinference [42]. The search detection statistic for candidate events, ⇢c, is the quadrature
sum of �2-re-weighted SNRs ⇢̂H,L over single-detector events having consistent component masses and times of arrival
between the two detectors [43].

The number of events we chose to analyse is limited by computational cost; we impose a threshold ⇢c > 8 leaving us
with 100 events in ⇡ 37 days of LHO-LLO coincident observing time; 51 of these events correspond to known injected
signals, with the remainder due to noise fluctuations.4

We first determine the rates of signal and noise events and the relative probabilities of signal vs. noise origin for
each event [2, 3, 11], given only the ⇢c value of each event, models of the signal and noise event distributions over ⇢c,
and an estimate of the total rate of noise events derived from time-shifted analyses. [41, 43] The result of this estimate
is summarized in Fig. 10.

We find 53 events with a signal probability pastro above 50%, of which 47 have pastro > 90%. This analysis is
comparable to those used to estimate the rate and pastro for binary black hole mergers in the first Advanced LIGO
Observing period [2], and does not use any information about the mass distributions of signal or noise events besides
the assumption that the signal population is contained within the analysis mass limits.

We now turn to our analysis, which estimates the rate and population model parameters simultaneously. The
population model used here is a power law in each component mass, of the form

p(m1, m2|✓F, ⌘ = F) /
(

m↵

1 m�

2 if mlow < m2  m1 < mhigh

0 else
(29)

3 Due to a software error the amplitude of injected signals was a factor 2 higher than intended, e↵ectively simulating a true merger rate
of 40 Gpc�3yr�1; however in the results presented here, we rescale our rate estimates to compensate for this error.

4 In reality, of course, we do not have access to an independent record listing all true signals!

Mass distribution with background
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• Use SNR 𝜌 and mass 
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• Mixture model sums 
components in likelihood for 
each event
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Using Bayes’ theorem we can express the posterior distribution (1) in terms of prior and likelihood functions,

p(NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B|{⇢}, {~m}, Nobs) =
p({⇢}, {~m}, Nobs|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B)p(NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B)

p({⇢}, {~m}, Nobs)
(3)

We drop the normalisation constant p({⇢}, {~m}, Nobs) and factor out the likelihood for Nobs as being independent of
the population shape parameters,

p({⇢}, {~m}, Nobs|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B) = p(Nobs|NF,exp, NB,exp)p({⇢}, {~m}|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B)

=
NNobs

exp e�Nexp

Nobs!
p({⇢}, {~m}|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B), (4)

where we use a Poisson likelihood for Nobs with a total expected number of events Nexp = NF,exp + NB,exp. The
second term, p({⇢}, {~m}|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B), is the likelihood for the observed SNRs and mass samples, for the
mixture model. We assume each event is conditionally independent given the population parameters, and so the joint
likelihood is just the product of the likelihood for each one,

p({⇢}, {~m}|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B) =
Y

i

p(⇢i, ~mi|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B). (5)

Now, we can split each of these into terms for the astrophysical and noise sub-models by introducing an indicator
variable ⌘ 2 (F, B), whose probability will depend on the rate parameters NF,exp and NB,exp,

p(⇢i, ~mi|NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B) = p(⇢i, ~mi|✓F, ⌘i =F)p(⌘i =F|NF,exp, NB,exp)

+ p(⇢i, ~mi|✓B, ⌘i =B)p(⌘i =B|NF,exp, NB,exp)

= p(⇢i, ~mi|✓F, ⌘i =F)
NF,exp

Nexp
+ p(⇢i, ~mi|✓B, ⌘i =B)

NB,exp

Nexp
, (6)

where the probability of each class is just the expected fraction of the total number. Since this is a sum of probability
densities, special care must be taken to ensure all terms are properly normalised, specifically that

Z
d⇢

Z
dm p(⇢, m|✓⌘, ⌘) = 1, (7)

for ⌘ = F and ⌘ = B, as neglecting to do so introduces an artificial preference for one if the components. An extension
to further sub-populations is simply achieved by including additional classes with their own rate and shape parameters.
Recombining the pieces, we can write the desired posterior in Eq. (1) as

p(NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B|{⇢}, {~m}, Nobs) /

p(NF,exp, NB,exp, ✓F, ✓B)e�Nexp
Y

i

⇥
p(⇢i, ~mi|✓F, ⌘i =F)NF,exp + p(⇢i, ~mi|✓B, ⌘i =B)NB,exp

⇤
. (8)

The dependence on event parameters (‘mass’) arises through the use of samples ~mi, i = 1 . . . n, drawn from the
likelihood function of the data d for a given true mass p(d|m). These allow us evaluate the population likelihood
function via marginalisation over the unknown true mass, using the n samples to perform a Monte Carlo integral as
in [28],

p(d|✓F) =

Z
p(d|m)p(m|✓F)dm

= hp(~mi|✓F)i
p(d|~mi)

= n�1
X

j

p(mj |✓F). (9)

Samples from the likelihood therefore serve as a useful intermediate representation of the raw interferometer data d.

III. TOY MODEL

We construct a simple toy model of the universe to test our inference framework in various ways. The toy model
allows us to generate a large number of realisations from the same underlying parameters, and to be certain that we

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03815
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FIG. 2. Confidence intervals for individual parameters of one realisation of the truncated power-law model, as a function of
SNR threshold. The parameters shown are the inferred astrophysical merger rate (upper left) and power law slope (upper
right), as well as the low (lower left) and high (lower right) mass cut-o↵s. The red dash-dotted line indicates the true value for
the underlying population. Dashed grey lines indicate the expected number of foreground events at the given SNR threshold.
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FIG. 3. The inferred mass distribution of the foreground population. The bands indicate the given percentiles in the probability
density at any given mass across all posterior samples.
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FIG. 1. Parameter estimates for a single realisation of the toy model. The foreground population model is a truncated power
law with slope ↵, and cut-o↵s mmin and mmax. The expected number of events above the SNR threshold of 8 are 1620, 5% of
which are expected to be foreground events. The black lines show the kernel density estimate of the posterior, the thin blue
lines the corresponding histogram. The red dash-dotted line indicates the true value for the underlying population.

90% credible intervals decreases by factors of ⇡ 1.5 for the power-law slope, ⇡ 1.1 and ⇡ 1.05 for the lower and upper
mass cut-o↵s respectively, and ⇡ 1.2 for the log of the inferred merger rate density.

Given the estimates of population parameters we can also compute an estimate of the underlying mass distribution,
which we show in figure 3. Here we show the 50% and 90% confidence bands, as defined by computing the percentiles
of p(m|✓) across all samples ✓ from the posterior for any given mass m. We observe that the true distribution is
contained well within the credible interval and deviations are generally caused by an underestimated lower cut-o↵.
In general there is a trade-o↵ between expanding the bounds of the mass distribution to include additional events,
and shrinking it to increase the PDF for highly significant events. The lower cut-o↵ tends to have more freedom of
movement as there are fewer high SNR events at low mass to constrain it.

As a final result for this population, figure 4 shows the estimated probability of any given event to have an
astrophysical origin pastro, and how it compares to a SNR-only estimate indicated by the black dash-dotted line.
While this figure does not show quantitative results, we do observe that foreground events are largely located above
the dash-dotted black line, indicating that our confidence in them being real has increased, while background events
tend to be located below and are often on the pastro = 0 line when their masses are outside the hard cut-o↵s of
the truncated power law population. Thus we find, as expected, that the discrimination between signal and noise
populations is improved with the incorporation of information about their mass distributions [33]. We determine that



Application to realistic data (ER4)
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FIG. 10. Cumulative number of (simulated) events detected in LIGO ER4 engineering run data vs. threshold search detection
statistic ⇢c. Black steps indicate the search results, with ±

p
N bands indicating expected counting fluctuations. The red and

blue lines indicate power-law models of signal and noise distributions, respectively. The dotted grey lines indicate empirical
estimates of the noise distribution from each of 3 disjoint analysis periods, showing that the background model p(⇢c|⌘i =
B) / ⇢�54.8

c is su�ciently accurate in the range of interest. The cyan dashed lines show the total expected number of events
(signal+noise) as a 90% credible band.

modes, for non-spinning binary components. The intended astrophysical rate corresponding to the injected merger
signals was 5 Gpc�3yr�1.3

We searched the data for signals using the pycbc [5, 32, 40, 41] pipeline to cover binary mergers of non-spinning
components with masses between 3 and 50 M�; this range also defined the prior for parameter estimation performed
on each event using LALinference [42]. The search detection statistic for candidate events, ⇢c, is the quadrature
sum of �2-re-weighted SNRs ⇢̂H,L over single-detector events having consistent component masses and times of arrival
between the two detectors [43].

The number of events we chose to analyse is limited by computational cost; we impose a threshold ⇢c > 8 leaving us
with 100 events in ⇡ 37 days of LHO-LLO coincident observing time; 51 of these events correspond to known injected
signals, with the remainder due to noise fluctuations.4

We first determine the rates of signal and noise events and the relative probabilities of signal vs. noise origin for
each event [2, 3, 11], given only the ⇢c value of each event, models of the signal and noise event distributions over ⇢c,
and an estimate of the total rate of noise events derived from time-shifted analyses. [41, 43] The result of this estimate
is summarized in Fig. 10.

We find 53 events with a signal probability pastro above 50%, of which 47 have pastro > 90%. This analysis is
comparable to those used to estimate the rate and pastro for binary black hole mergers in the first Advanced LIGO
Observing period [2], and does not use any information about the mass distributions of signal or noise events besides
the assumption that the signal population is contained within the analysis mass limits.

We now turn to our analysis, which estimates the rate and population model parameters simultaneously. The
population model used here is a power law in each component mass, of the form

p(m1, m2|✓F, ⌘ = F) /
(

m↵

1 m�

2 if mlow < m2  m1 < mhigh

0 else
(29)

3 Due to a software error the amplitude of injected signals was a factor 2 higher than intended, e↵ectively simulating a true merger rate
of 40 Gpc�3yr�1; however in the results presented here, we rescale our rate estimates to compensate for this error.

4 In reality, of course, we do not have access to an independent record listing all true signals!
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FIG. 11. Parameter estimates for the ER4 dataset. The foreground population model is power law in both component masses
with separate slopes ↵ and � and shared cut-o↵s mlow and mhigh. The cut-o↵ masses and merger raet density are given in
units of M� and Gpc�3yr�1 respectively. The black lines show the kernel density estimate of the posterior, the thin blue lines
the corresponding histogram. The red dash-dotted line indicates the true value.

where ↵ and � are the two power law slopes, whose true values are both 0. The mass cut-o↵s mlow and mhigh are
shared between both power laws, resulting in four free parameters in our population model. The selection e↵ects
were simulated numerically using the LALsimulation [44] implementation of the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform [45, 46]
to implement the method described by Finn & Cherno↵ [47].

As the background model, we used a power law fit to the distribution of ⇢c values from the pycbc time-shifted
analysis, giving a slope of ⇡ �54.8 for ⇢c > 8. In a separate step we constructed two dimensional fit to the distribution
of component masses in the search results. We find empirically that the background distribution can be approximated
as the product of a power-law in chirp mass and a exponential distribution in mass ratio. Using the masses as
determined by the search is not strictly the correct approach, which would be to run the time-shifted data through
the same LALInference analysis as the zero-lag events were - this was computationally infeasible. Therefore the search
results serve as a proxy for the proper analysis. We have found empirically that small changes to the background mass
distribution do not have a strong e↵ect on the result, this is expected to be caused by the dissimilarity of foreground
and background distributions. We do not include any additional uncertainty on the background model rate or mass
distribution.

The results of estimating the population parameters as displayed in figure 11 show that we successfully recover the
true population parameters. The slopes are underestimated slightly which causes the inferred merger rate density
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Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the
90% credible regions from LIGO (190 deg2, light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2, dark green), IPN triangulation from the
time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light blue), and Fermi GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy
NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hours after the merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days
prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

Chile about 10 hours after the merger with an altitude above
the horizon of about 45 degrees.

The One-Meter, Two-Hemisphere (1M2H) team was the
first to discover and announce (Aug 18 01:05 UTC; Coul-
ter et al. 2017a) a bright optical transient in an i-band im-
age acquired on Aug 17 at 23:33 UTC (tc+10.87 hr) with the
1 m Swope telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile.
The team used an observing strategy (Gehrels et al. 2016)
that targeted known galaxies (from White et al. 2011) in the
three-dimensional LIGO-Virgo localization taking into ac-
count the galaxy stellar mass and star-formation rate (Coulter
et al. 2017). The transient, designated Swope Supernova Sur-
vey 2017a (SSS17a), was i = 17.057± 0.018 mag5 (Aug 17
23:33 UTC, tc+10.87 hr) and did not match any known aster-
oids or supernovae. SSS17a (now with the IAU designation
AT2017gfo) was located at ↵(J2000.0) = 13h09m48s.085±

5 All apparent magnitudes are AB and corrected for the Galactic extinc-
tion in the direction of SSS17a (E(B � V ) = 0.109 mag; Schlafly &
Finkbeiner 2011).

0.018, �(J2000.0) = �23�2205300.343±0.218 at a projected
distance of 10.600 from the center of NGC 4993, an early-
type galaxy in the ESO 508 group at a distance of ' 40 Mpc
(Tully-Fisher distance from Freedman et al. 2001), consistent
with the gravitational-wave luminosity distance (The LIGO
Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017b).

Five other teams took images of the transient within an
hour of the 1M2H image (and before the SSS17a announce-
ment) using different observational strategies to search the
LIGO-Virgo sky localization region. They reported their dis-
covery of the same optical transient in a sequence of GCNs:
the Dark Energy Camera (01:15 UTC; Allam et al. 2017),
the Distance Less Than 40 Mpc survey (01:41 UTC; Yang
et al. 2017a), Las Cumbres Observatory (04:07 UTC; Ar-
cavi et al. 2017a), the Visible and Infrared Survey Tele-
scope for Astronomy (05:04 UTC; Tanvir et al. 2017a),
and MASTER (05:38 UTC; Lipunov et al. 2017a). Inde-
pendent searches were also carried out by the Rapid Eye
Mount (REM-GRAWITA, optical, 02:00 UTC; Melandri
et al. 2017a), Swift UVOT/XRT (utraviolet, 07:24 UTC;
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Watch this space!


